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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, MARCH
23, 19x1
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and grer uneasiness is felt in the
town, which is defended by only 350
artillerymen and 150 cavalry.

;

COLORADO AND

VISITORS FLOCKING TO ROME
Rome, March 23. With, the hotels
already filled to overflowing, Rome

1
"
ATLANTIC COAST

ClTY EDITION
torial penitentiary at Santa Fe, were
the ringleaders in the dash for liber
ty. Grimes and Hart planned the de
livery, it is said, and were given tiiei
greatest assistance
from Willia
Stevens, a "dope" fiend, who wji
rlong with the other nine when the
time came for making the "get-awa-

NO PEACE FOR

is experiencing a foretaste of what
Madero Near Chihuahua
is to be expected for six months to
Chihuahua, March 23. At the vilcome, during the period of the great
lage of Ojo de Languana, a hundred
International exposition in celebra
kilometers north of here, there were
tion o fthe
of united
1,200 insurrectos Monday.
Francisco
The exposition will be form'
Italy.
I. Madero was with them. He has a
any inaugurated next Monday by
slight wound in the left hand. Of th-RISE OF 'GENE M'ELROY
King Victor Emmanuel. The event
SHOT TO DEATH AT CHIHUAHUA, Americans
CESSATION
formerly with the band, ALMOST. COMPLETE
At its last regular meeting Welling AGED
will be accompanied by brilliant cere NORTHWESTER PLAYING HAVOC
PRESIDENT MUST STEP
FOLLOWING TRIAL BY
OF BUSINESS DURING FUNER
only seven remain. The others have
ton, Kan., lodge of the B. P. O. Elks
WITH SHIPPING IN ITS
monies in which representatives of
DOWN
IF REVOLUTION
or
killed
been
either
wounded
COURT MARTIAL
AL TODAY
elected Eugene McElroy as its exalt
all the leading nations will have a
WAKE
have deserted. General Rabago is enIS
TO END
.
ca ruier. Mr. McElroy grew up in
part.
trenched between this city and tho
Las
and
Vegas
formerly carried The
The meeting of numerous inter
THEIR FAMILIES INFORMED insurrectos. He is expected to remain BANKS AND STORES CLOSE
AN OIL LIGHTER IS SUNK Optic each
ULTIMATUM OFTHEREDELS
evening to the news-hun- national gatherings during the tsunv
on the defensive with his force of
He
a
la
pry
brother
public.
of
"will
Pat
mer
be
of
that
the
International
ONE OF THEM WAS JOHN HAMIL 600 men- The insurrectos have been STREET CARS STOPPED RUNNING
Congress of Music early in ApriL IUKIN LOOSE FROM MftflRlnir.Q rick D McElroy, an officer of the Las CHIEF COUNSEL FOR
threatening to attack the capital.
INSURREC
TON DIGNOWITY, MINING
Vegas lodge of Elks. Mr. McElroy
AS DID TRAINS ON ROAD
Other Important gatherings will be
VESSEL CAPSIZES AND GOES
TIONISTS
MAKES
a
THIS
has
AND CATTLEMAN
responsible position with the
the International Geographical ConNAMED FOR HIM
Famine In Sinaloa
TO BOTTOM
Santa
Fe
STATEMENT
at
railway
Wellington.
gress, the International Congress of
Culiacan, Sinaloa, March 23. Thore
JUAREZ EXPECTING ATTACK 1b considerable suffering in this state THOUSANDS VIEWED BODY Publio Works and Buildings, the In DESTROYER
ternational Institute of Sociology, the
because of a lack of food. Supplies in
BLOWN ASHOR
MADEROS ARE FINANCING WAR
'KENNEDY FOUND GUILTY
some instances have been entirely cut
International Tuberculosis Congress,
feilver City, N. M., March 23. The
RENEWED ACTIVITIES TOWARD off. No farms are being planted and FOR TWO HOURS DURING MORN and the TJnl'verslal Peace Oonsrress.
.
IHIIVa. SIAIE3
WARSHIP BUR Jury in the case of James. M. Kennedy HAVE CONTRIBUTED THOUSANDS
famine conditions are threatened, ns
FORTIFYING BORDER TOWN
ING CASKET RESTED IN
for the murder of Francis G. Evans,
ROUGHS MEETS WITH DISASAND ARE WILLING TO
many farmers are going to war. A
returned a verdict of murder In the
AGAINST INVASION
OF CAPITOL
TWO KILLED IN FEUD
TER OFF NEWPORT
THEMSELVES
report is current that Governor Redo
first
degree, the penalty of which is
Roanoke, Va , March 23. Luther
Is soon to resign.
death.
On
San Antonio; Tex., March 23. John
Kennedy's .first trial the
uenver, March 23. There was an Lowe and Robert Lester are dead and
New York, March 23. A wild north same
New Orleans, March 23. President
verdict wts rendered.
Hamilton Dignowity, well known here
almost complete cessation of business Henry Lester - mortally wounded as west
Diaz
must step down before peace
nas
been
gaie
sweeping the
as "Ham" Dignowity, and three other
in this city for a time this after the result of a fight in Tazewell councan come to Mexico.
ABOUT
EDITORS
This was the
TO
northern
Atlantic
coast
since last
Americans have been shot under orty last night, and Ben Lester, a son
declaration of Captain Sherborne J.
noon, out of respect to the memory
ders of a Mexican court martial, for
of Henry Lester, is said to have stark night. Plate glass windows have BALL PLAYER
HEIR I
Hopkins, of Washington, chief attorFIGHT BLOODY DUEL of David H. .Moffat, the Colorado fin ed for the court house to surrender been shattered and vessels in the
participation m tne insurrection, ac
ney for the Madero insurrctlonlsts,
ancier
and
railroad
who
died
to
a
builder,
and plead guilty to the double murder. harbor are
cording
dispatch received here to
TO TWO MILLIONS who sailed from New Orleans late
experiencing great diffl
in New York last Saturday.
For years bad feeling has existed be
day by members of the Dignowity
in
off
the
shore.
One
uity
yesterday for Guatemala City, for a
2
Keeping
At
when
ser
the
funeral
o'clock,
"Ham" Dignowity was 30 THE WASP AND THE BEE HAVE
tween the Lowes and Lesters. over a
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consultation with President Cabrera
oil
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big
the
in
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with
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every
began,
of
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hogs
in
and
years
THEIR STINGERS
land deal and Beveral fights have
the
age
RUSSEL
engaged
BLACKBURNE.
SHORT.
matters concerning that govern
for
five
heads
of oil, was torn loose from its
city stopped
minutes; every taken place between them.
cattle and mining business In the
OUT
STOP OF CHICAGO WHITE
ment.
power house in the city closed down:
state of chihuahua.
moorings. It turned over and sank
SOX, THE LUCKY CUSS
Captain Hopkins emphatically deevery wheel on the Moffat railroad
H. M. Burns, a mining man ot
Two men aboard jumped and swam
New Orleans, La., March 23 In ceased to turn and
nied the report that American mining
so
ceased
work,
northern Mexico, arrived here today.
ashore. The torpedo boat destroyer
issue of The Bee, a far as possible on the Denver & Rio BLAMES GAYNOR FOR
yesterday's
Chicago, March 23. Russel Black- - interests were financing the Mexican
He declared the closing of the mines French
was blown ashore at NewBurroughs
its
daily
paper,
editor,
Grande
lines
within
All
the
short-sto- p
city.
family,
had thrown many Americans out of
for the Chicago revolution. "The Madero
It is resting easily on mui burne,
port.
Capdieville, challenges to a banks and practically all business
alone, is furnishing the money for the
VICE
IN
NEW
YORK
work and that more than 150, having
White
Sox, will shortly
come . into
bottom.
duel, M. De Baroncelll, editor of The houses and railroad offices closed at
revolution," paid he. "Hundreds) of
no other way of living, are now with
of
a
a weekly. '
fortune
of
possession
Wasp,
a
nearly two thousands of dollars have been exleast
the
of
afternoon.
part
the insurrectos. Burns also said prob- - "You must either retract
million dollars, bequeathed him by pended by Gustavo Madero and his
The body of the dead financier lay MAGISTRATE
your re
JOSEPH E. CORRI
CHURCHMAN'S
50TH BIRTHDAY
aoiy tu American adventurers were marks or meet me in combat with in state two hours in the rotund.i
his
HOLDS
GAN
THE MAYOR
grandfather. Blackburne's father brother, Francisco I. Madero, already
London, March 23. The Most Rev.
with the insurrectos.
arms, is the substance of the chal- of the state capitol this morning.
Francis Bourne, archbishop of West said yesterday, however, it was his and they stand Teady to Impoverish
RESPONSIBLE
lenge.
Thousands of citizens filed past the
minister and head of the Roman wish that Russel remain in profes themselves to bring about (the fall of
Juarez is Uneasy
the Diaz reign in Mexico. They were
Capdieville became offended at edi casket in a last tribute to the man
Catholic
Church in the United King sional baseball, and
.New
23.
a
iUarch
sitneYork,
lu
Juarez, Mexico, March 23. The torial comment In The Wasp which whose life so
give the best wise enough to transfer their Imclosely was identified ment, to the pii'Uic, which he issued dom, celebrated h'.s fiftieth birthday
Mexican troops of the Juarez garri- he regarded aa reflecting on the qual with the development of the state.
that is in him to the. Chicago club. mense fortune to foreign corporations
laBt night. Magistrate Joseph K. Cor anniversity today.
Recently there Comiakey bos treated
son showed renewed activities today. ity ot French used by the editor ot
my boy like a before they embarked In the revolu- rigan holds MayOr Uaynor responsi has been a revival of rumors that
More sand bags were piled along the The Bee.
There is no question of the
and
him to make tion.
to
it's
up
prince
Bourne
will
to
elevated
be
ultimate
The challenge and a copy of a pre- DESTROYING PETRIFIED FOREST ble for the disorganized condition oi Archbiship
edges of the flat roofs of trie bouses,
disruption of the Mexican
W. the police force anci for the preval the cardinalate at the next consia-tor- good," said Mr. Blackburne. ,"I be
Los Angeles, March 23. G.
to be used in case o an attack, spe- pared "retraction" composed by the
Diaz's army could
governmentt.
it.1
he
lieve
same
feels
the
in
Rome.
in
about
ence
way
this
and
of
crime
of
vice
city.
cial attention being given to .the offended editor was carried to M. de Helm, chief of the field division
a Central American
with
cope
hardly
'was
Blackburne
"The prevention and detectiou of
operated on at a lo force. He has not sixteen thousand
the United States land office here, wr.l
municipal buildings on the plaza, Baronselli by James Flotte and Led
cal hospital yesterday for an injured
for the petrified crime is in the hands of the ' po
men that he can depend upon. His
MILITIA RETURNS HOME
which now afford ample protection Bayhl, seconds, which after 'due con leave immediately
'
knee.
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statement,
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an
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March
Ten
by
artillery
except
Gillespie.,
against anything
northern Arizona, to investigate re- nor rules the force. He has curtailed
and there is no such thing
sedition
state
fire.
which
Lookouts were posted in the Baroncelll with the statement that a;
had
of
panies
militia,
that vandals with dynamite hava the power of the commissiou attempt been
ports
WORK
were
OF
WARDEN
GAME
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the
remarks
as
volunteer
a
force on which he can
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mission
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of
old
of
and
the
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editor
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Santa
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return
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Game
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today
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s
constantly
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specimens
to
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make
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more
than
he
they like Diaz,
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obliged
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their homes. The miners have and Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable
the south and west for signs of aphave already done great dam- made easy the way of the transgres
or reparation.
retraction
is' has compiled statistics showing num- and it will be impossible for the minany
not
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returned
but
disorder
work
It
is
insurrectos.
reported
proaching
sor.
This proved unsatisfactory to M, age and have made several largo
ber of fish planted during the year ister of finance to bring about peace. '
bands of insurrectos have been eeen
"The town is by far more-- open no longer threatened.
east.
shipments
afCapdeville and his seconds, who,
1910 by the government fish car was
than it was under Devery; there is
ter failing to find M. de BaronoelU
The number of fish purchas457,961.
to
enforce
not
the slightest attempt
left "tne papers" at the latter's ofBENJAMIN I). GREENE
ed and planted by the game warden
has never beeu DENNIS HART ONE
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excise
law,
there
QUICK GRIEF FOR
fice.
EXPERTS MARVEL AT
in 1910 and 1911 was 1,126,-55and
a time when the more serious of
Both men are leaders socially,
the number of quail captured and disfenses connected with the social evil
FREEMAN AGAIN brother of Editor Capdeville,
Paul
REL1EFEXPEDITI0N
OF THE RINGLEADERS tributed was 1,891. Number of arMARKSMANSHIP
such impunity; gamFINE
with
flourished
Capdeville, having been mayor of New
rests made for violations of the game
bling houses and pool rooms have in
Orleans several years ago.
PARTNER OF JOHN F. GAYNOR IN
creased and now run without moles JAIL DELIVERY AT
from April 1, 1909 to March 20, THREE
laws
CHICAGO YOUNGSTERS
ALBUQUER
When apprised that a challenge INSPECTION
MARCOS tation save for a few
OF SAN
raids
spectacular
1911, was 93, of which 86 were conSAVANNAH HARBOR FRAUDS
OUT TO AID
The
STARTED
had been issued by the editor of
QUE WAS CAREFULLY
SHOWS ITS DESTRUCTION
and the visit of the collector; gra't
victed and fined, five acquitted and
LEAVES PRISON
Bee, District Attorney Adams callel
INSURRECTOS
- WAS COMPLETE
PLANNED
Is as rampant and as profitable as it
two trial pending. The balance in
the attention of Police Inspector Rey
was.
ever
territorial treasury to credit of game
23
March
to
advice
with
matter
the
the
Benjamin
nolds
Ga.,
Atlanta,
Chicago, March 23. A relief expe
"The town is infested with sturdy
Albuquerque, N. M., March 23.
protection fund March 1, 1911, was
Washington, March 23. These are
D. Greene, who with John F. Gay-no- that the duel be preventedin aid of the Mexican insurwho
dition
walk
and
panhandlers,
beggars
some of the things Secretary Meyer
Emmet W. Hickson, accused of wife $10,241.93.
just completed a four years' term
and
left Chicago last night, fullyunmolested
rectos,
almost
streets
saw when he boarded the San Marcis the
In the federal prisda here for comdesertion, one of the ten prisoners
for-dark and bloody con
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when
wat
CLOSE
ALL
take
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by
between volleys yesterday:
who
plicity in the Savannah harbor imthe
from
Bernalillo
escaped,
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CAPTURE
to grief at the first
came
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criminals
but
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to
their pleadings;
It is reported that Postmaster Gen"The dummies representing sailors denied
provement frauds several years ago,
sometime after midnight
- station out of Chicago. The expedition
county
come
jail
have
23.
over
isFremthe
all
from
The
March
country
will
soon
H.
Hitchcock
Frank
were
eral
Hamburg,
in the fighting top of the ship
walked out of the federal prison last
.
sue an order closing on Sundays all unscathed in spite of the great num to New York in droves and ply their yesterday morning, surrendered him denblatt says that the foreigner, who was composed of Patriots Clark Hut-evening a free man for the first time
.'
vocations here in safety; the most self to the authorities at the jail at was arrested recently with four other chins, 13 years old; Frank Peters and
In twelve years, bringing to a close postoffices in the United States. It is ber of volleys fired at the ship. This
serious crimes, such as murders, 6:30 o'clock last night, after being at men on the charge of espionage, has Elmer Hayes, each 14. Each had his
of
th
have
not
will
this
excellence
effect
known
what
to
the
was
a tribute
so far as he is concerned, a legal
stabbings, gang feuds, liberty about 20 hours. Up to a late made a confession. The prisoners father's revolver, 40 rounds of ball
battle that has commanded attention upon the petition of the large num- gun pointers, as they were ordered to shootings,
burglaries, assaults hour thi3 afternoon, none of the other had been under surveillance for weeks cartridges, campaign clothing and
robbery,
highway
and
hull
to
ber
the
of
Las
that
confine their fire
Vegas people asking
for a decade.
the person, grow fugitives had been taken into custody. as
from
other "field equipment." Their
larcenies
and
suspicions were aroved that the
Greene's application for leave to a vacation be given the clerks and turrets.
and
Under
and
amounted to 94 cents. But the
Sheriff
Romero
undetected
Jesus
in
number
unpunish
caused
inside
the
A raging fire
ship
foreigner was seeking information
take the pauper's oath In order to carriers on Sundays, which was sent
went smash
of the liberty-lover- s
a
Fred
dozen
ed."
Sheriff
and
Heyn,
deputy
plans
which
conshells
$575,-00to
week.
The
pene
now
last
under
postthe
for
the
about
by
explosive
the warships
Washington
escape further liability
some
at
when
in
and
the
sheriffs
scoured
long arms
Riverdale,
country
struction. Excellent plans relating to
fine imposed on the two men, master general, may allow Las Vegas trated her sides and made it Imposout and yanked them back
reached
and
around
below
yesterday
Albuquerque
to
FUNERAL
ATTEND
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observers
the
go
for
sible
HERE
was
order
his
to
his
Kiel
wait
were
until
found
convicted
in
grant
goes
when they were
the works at
sweeping
the paternal
Miss Lena Fenton of Wagon Mound today looking for the runaway prison possession The authorities have not toward home and
ed late In the afternoon by United into effect. It is believed here, how- the main deck to ascertain the damers.
of
Fenton
and Harry
Albuquerque
States Commissioner Walter Colquitt ever, that he will grant the petition age.
disclosed his identity, but they say
A shell somewhat broken inside the were here today to attend the funer
Telegraph and telephone messages he is a London ship builder and that
Greene spent the night at a hotel at once and that the Las Vegas office
BANKS TIRE OF GUARANTY
steel al of Miss F. E. Fentlon, which oc- were sent to all parts of the territory
and departed today for New York, will 'be ordered closed on Sundays conning tower whose nine-inchis chief accomplice Is a high offlclrl
wall it had pierced on one side. This curred this afternoon from the chapel and it la barely possible that any of
Washington, March 23. More than
where he will soon sail for Europe. within a few weeks at the latest.
of the navy ship yard.
80 state banks in Oklahoma are askwas not an explosive shell.
the escapes can remain at liberty
He said he would join Mrs. Greene ic
of J. C. Johnsen & Son.
A number of holes clear through
ing to be taken into the National
much longer.
Paris and they probably would make
bank system and treasury officials atthe hull from one side to the other,
The jail delivery was one of the
that city their home.
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,
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'
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New York, March 23. Aeroplanes
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The further experiments to be
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the Jockey Club decided there would
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one was ordered from St. Louis'.
a
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monowrestling
stories
by
From
straight
prisoners
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in
the
be no horse racing this year,
here largo diate steps be taken to enlist all the the San Marcos. It would cost sev- ried eleven passengers
There are no hearses
recruits possible. If necessary, one eral hundred thousand dollars to plane, a distance of two miles. His in the room from which the delivery Aero Club of America made prelim- bout here last night Jack Curley,
which
casket
hold
the
to
enough
Grimes and Den- inary arrangements
to . lease .the manager for Hackenschmidt, said he
an of the dispatches said, the offices float and restore her to her original guests on the trip enjoyed the flight was effected, James
39 inches across.; and
prison-crs- ,
States
United
two
series of avia- would accept the terms of Frank
a
hold
and
will
course
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and
Hart,
had.i
both
perfect
day
considered Immensely' Breguet
condition. She is not
ambulance will bo used. The funeral should be kept open
in the terrl- - tion meetings there.
Gotch for a match.' ' !
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j
machine.
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i,,
much.
worth
that
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will be held late today.
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Y.M..C. A. HELPS
SIOUX INDIANS
DAKOTA
THERE ARE SIXTY-SIASSOCIATIONS ON THEIR RESER-

SHOW A HIGH

DR, COOK SAYS

IN LINE CLAIM

AVERAGE

VIGNAUD

PROGRESSIVES

TRAVELING

AUDITOR

COMPILES
TOTALS
COUNTIES

REPORT, SHOWING
BY

VATIONS

AMERICA
OF
DISCOVERER
CALLED GREAT HUMBUG
BY DIPLOMAT

IS EXECUTIVE

COMMITTEE
OF
LEAGUE ISSUES FIRST

New Spring Styles in Ready

toWear Garments

L

e

of Sioux was

Santa Fe, N. M., March 23. The
taxes are being collected and the
figures show they are up to the
figures of last year, or to be more
accurate are just a wee bit ahead
of the percentage collected a year

full-blood-

ghost-dance-

A

REPORT

Paris, March 23. Simultaneously
Washington, March 23. The Nawith the erection of a colossal statue tional Progressive Republican League
in honor of Christopher Columbus at
having been in existence less than
Beunos Ayres, will be published hers
two months, announces through its
on Saturday, two volumes of a work
executive
committee that the outlook
by Henry Vlgnaud, first secretary of
the American embassy, in which tho is encouraging. The officers say that
ago.
Traveling Auditor C. V. Saorffd discoverer of America Is branded an the progressive "movement throughout
has made a report which shows that imposter and a humbug and placed the country is crystallizing and that
the amount which should be realized in a class with explorers like Dr. this organization will prove the ralunder the 1909 levy for territorial pur- Cook.
lying ground for the forces of
Mr. Vlgnaud retired
from
the
$790,518.54 of
poses amounts to
the United
throughout
which $690,182.85 has been collect- American embassy two years ago and States regardless of
previous
party
ed and paid into the treasury of the has since devoted his entire time tj affiliation.
the completion of a study of Colura
territory.
The executive committee in their
The amount which should be realiz- bus, which consumed in all fifty years. report takes much comfort in the
ed under the 1910 levy for territorial The author Is now 81 years old. Ho indorsement of their whole
program
purposes amounts to $590,128.83 of is celebrated as a historian and was of advanced legislation by the powwhich $253,223.38 has been collected recently consulted by the Pope when erful organization of the American
and has been remitted to the terri- It was proposed to canonize Columbus. Federation of Labor. While acknowlAt that time Mr. Vlgnaud showed
torial treasurer.
edging that the federation's program
h
that the explorer was anything but 8 Is not a verbatim copy of their
There is Just a difference of
own
per cent between the collections saintly man, and that he had at least they claim that in substance it paralup to the present time of the taxes one Illegitimate son.
lels the league's own plan of action.
In his study of Columbus, Mr. The
of 1910 and 1909.
report notes that the crystallizaThe total collection of taxes for Vlgnaud undertakes to prove that tha tion of sentiment is not confined to
the years 1909 and 1910 based on the explorer's discovery of America was the western and middle western
amount of territorial Itax remitted not the result of his own genius: states, but counts
among the regions
to the territorial treasury up to the that the expedition was not based where the tenets of the
"new
first of March, 1911, follows:
upon scientific data, but that Colum- party" are
New
popular
becoming
of
the
existence
learned
bus
Pet.
1909
Amount
actually
Ohio and Illinois.
York,
of America from an Ignorant sailor,
Bernalillo ...;....$ 51,284.33 94.1
For the next six months the league
who had been there ahead of him. In
Chaves
57,096.47 96.1
a speaking campaign which will
plans
a word, that America was discovered not
Colfax .....
54,424.20 97.7
be confined to any one section
19,470,85 85,0
long before Columbus ever organized of the union, and it
Curry
promises that
his expedition, and that he merely between now and November the
IDona Ana
38.461. 70 82H.9
printook the credit from anothe man
32,858.50 91.8
Eddy
and the aims of the party orciples
to history.
Grant
50,095.31 91.2
ganization will receive an amount of
The story, that Toscanelll wrote
18,452.91 63.2
Guadalupe
publicity heretofore unknown in the
letter to Co'umbus, Inclosing a chart annals of
26,880.69 89.8
Lincoln
political propoganda- Alon;;
Luna
27,740.99 96.8
showing the route across the Atlan- with the verbal appeal and the use
tic and that it was with this In hand of the malls for
13,760.85 96.9
McKinley
circularizing the nathat Columbus started out to find tha tion on the
Mora
14,051.82 77.5
of the leagues
subject
new world, Is disposed, of by
Otero ,
29,429.03 94.3
a magazine publicity camprinciples,
Toscan83.2
He declares that the
26,992.71
Quay
paign Is in contemplation and, in c
elll letter was a forgery, perpetrated limited
Rio Arriba
11,747.63 76.5
extent, has been arranged.
Roosevelt
16,773.31 92.9
probably by Columbus himself, but
The speech of the league's presimore probably by the explorer's
8,392.73 63.7
Sandoval
dent, Senator Jonathan Bourne of
San Juan
brother, Bartholomew Columbus.
13,853.14 89.4
Oregon, constituted the first piece of
San Miguel ....
45,513.24 84.3
Vlgnaud says that in 1871 a copy of literature sent out. In this speech
Santa Fe i
the forged letter, undoubtedly in Co27,671.19 85.7
entitled, "Popular vs. Delegated Govlumbus writing, was found In a blank
Sierra
17,645.46 95.1
the Oregonian took for his
ernment,"'
'
Socorro . . ,
24,888 . 43 73.. 7
page of a book once the explorer's text the underlying laws of the state
8.113.83 88.8
Taos
property. A facsimile of the document of Oregon and' advocated the national
Is published.
Torrance
10,846.63 80.3
of the principles therein
Mr. Vlgnaud further undertakes to application
Union
26,825.08 85.0
as the surest method of
expressed
Valencia
17,011.82 74.9
prove that the map used by Columbus taking "the first step in the right diContinued on Page Three)
could not have come from Toscanelll rection."
Totals
because It contained exact informa$690,182.85 87.3
To a certain extent the plans for
tion, which no amount of scientific a great speaking season have been
1910
Pet.
Amount
thinking could have adduced, but curtal'ed
the president's call for
which could on'y have been learneJ an extra by
BernaMllo . .
..$ 19,100.72 46.5
session of congress. Many
from actual experience.
Chaves
21,172.28 45.9
of the leading men of the new party
Mr. Vignaud says that Columbus no'
CoUax
20,812.55 50.3
and men upon whom the league had
7,776.15 39.5
Infrequently acted In a manner which depended for Its heavy artillery in
Curry
renders it possible to suspect him of
Dona Ana . .
14,453.61 41.1
the early stages of the progressive
41.9
...
11,662.76
deception. He says the explorer conEddy
will be tied to Washingcealed the lowness of his origin, that campaign
Grant
22,888.91 54.4
ton by congressional duties.
he boasted that he was descended
6,558.07 38.9
Guadalupe .
Of the progress of its principles in
from other admirals of the name of the
Lincoln
8,881.34 39.9
states, the league has this to
Luna
11,037.92 50.6
Co'umbus, though it had been discovered that the men In question were say:
5,530.55 49.0
McKinley . .
"State leagues of an aggressive
not even of his nationality, one being
Mora
5,438.26 38.3
kind have been organized In Minne
a
a Greek and the other
Frenchman,
Otero
9,062.95 40.9
sota, Nebraska, Michigan, South Da7.280l.,17 31.9
that he boasted of having served
Quay
kota, North Dakota and Washington,
Rio Arriba
under King Reno of Anjou, while while similar
4,338.54 36.3
leagues are forming in
modern critics prove that he did not;
Sandoval- - . .
3,229.83 34.9
and some other western
Montana
San Juan . .
that he often referred to wonderful states. The Minnesota league has
5,387.48 44.1
San Miguel
15,768.63 38.9
voyages he made In his youth, while
offices and employed a secre
Santa Fe ..
facts show these statements to b openedIn South Dakota
9,213.83 43.1
there are two
tary.
Sierra
5,091.00 38.1
wholly untrue.
state
which desire o
organizations
Socorro . . .
9,890.72 40,3
be recognized by us. Similar organi
Taos . .
3,564.88 47.5
STAMPS
zations thave been perfected in Ne
RARE CONFEDERATE
Sore Feet, Tender Feet and Swollen
Torrance .
3,506.80 28.2
TIZ
Feet Cured Every Time.
23. The most braska and Washington with an enMarch
New
York,
Union
9,899.62 41.5
men.
The
Makes
Sore Feet Well No
notable eale of rare stamps that has rolment of prominent
Valencia . . .
6,555.14 43.5
In Colorado is plannln:;
State
Matter What AMs Them.
league
was
be
in
this
taken
ever
city
place
to make use of the initiative and ref
Totals
$253,225.38 42.9
gun today. The co'lootion is that of
to secure such legislation
Policemen all over the world use
the late Philip La Tourette. The erendum
as
the
has indorsed, and to
league
TIZ. Policemen stand on their feet
stamps are all of the provisional
NEW'HAfifilMAN
LINE
election of a proper
about
the
tender
what
know
bring
sore,
all day and
Among the choicest items In United States senator. It is workln?
Spokane, Waah., March 23. The
weaty, swollen feet really mean. They
the collection are the Abingdon, Va., to
organize all the counties.
use TIZ because TIZ cures their feet management of the Oregon Railroad five-cenon orange paper, and the
9
and
the state' of Washington
"In
conNavigation
In
has
It
feet
Company
fixed
keeps
right up.
perfect
on white
Ala., five-cen-t,
Autaugaville,
has
on
committee
tomorrow
as tho day for the opening
organization
large
dition. Read what this policeman has
Many other rare varieties are been formed and
they report in the
to say: "I was surprised and delight- the branch line recently completed paper.
nf
some
included in the collection,
near future: 'We shall have county
ed with TIZ for tender feet. I hardly between North Yakima and 'Walla
them valued as high as $250 each.
organized throughout the
leagues
Walla.
The
new
kr.ow how to thank you enough for It
road, which forms
state and a call issued for a stato
It's superior to powders or plasters. I a link in the Harriman system, will
organization- - It has been the Inten
can keep my feet In perfect condition. assist in the develoqment of the great
IS YOUR SKIN ON FIRE?
tion, of us to affiliate if possible with
Yakima
In
Celleve
my earnest gratitude for
valley, one of the most prothe national organization, and we
TIZ. I am a policeman and keep on ductive fruit districts of the Pacific
with
Does
seem
it
to you that you can't will be very glad to
my feet all day." Emzy Harrel, Aus- northwest
you.'
stand
another
of
minute
awful
Texas.
that
tin,
"More really fundamental
legislaTou never tried anything like TIZ
burning Itch? "
v
RECEPTION FOR ROOSEVELT
tion for popular government is being
MUST
That
it
becooled?
before for your feet. It Is. different
enacted by the legislatures of- - the
Berkeley, Calif, March 23. PresiThat you MUST have relief?
from anything ever before sold.
dent and Mrs. Benjamin Ide Wheelstates now In session than in the preGet
mixture of Oil of WinterTIZ is not a powder. Powders and
er of the University of California
ceding ten years. This legislation adother foot remedies clog up the pores held a reeept'on in Hearst Hall this green, Thymol, and other soothing In- heres pretty closely to the outline of
TIZ draws out all poisonous exuda- afternoon in
gredients as compounded only rn D. the league. The office Is
honor of Colonel and D. D.
carrying on
Prescription.
tions which bring on soreness of the Mrs. Theodore
more or less active correspondencj
Roosevelt
Colonel
The very first drops STOP that aw relative to such measures as
feet, and la the only remedy that does. Roosevelt is here to deliver the serthe prest
ful burning Instantly!
TIZ cleans out every pore and glori-fle- j
idential preference bill, the Initiative
ies of Earl lectures at the university.
The first drops soothe and heal.
the feet your feet
and referendum and recall in a num
D. D. D. gives you comfort
You'll never limp again or draw up
ber of states."
Wisconsin promises to enact the
your face in pain and you'll forgot HOLDS MEETING .IN. COLUMBUS cleanses the skin of all Impurities and
Columbus, O., March 23. The Cen- washes away pimples and blotches whole program In a series of very
about your corns, bunions and calAssociation over night!
louses. Youll feei like a new person. tral Electric Railway
arefully studied and scientifically
Take our word on It as your local draughted bills.
TIZ is for sale at all druggists at held its annual convention in this city
Governor Hiram
25c per box, or It will be sent you di- today. The meeting was attended by druggist.
Johnson of California has
carried
Get a $1.00 or a 25 cent bottle' t through the initiative and referendum,
rect if you wish from Walter Luther executive and operating officials of
recall and corrupt practices act with
Dodge & Co., Chicago, 111. For sale many of the leading lnterurban lines day.
K. D. Goodall.
of Indians, Ohio and Michigan.
amendment to the primary bill for dl
by all druggists.

years ago when a delegation
in Washington, they
were shown through the Young Men's
Christian Association building. They
were so impressed by that visit and
what they learned of the organization, that when they went back to
Dakota they called together
the
Christian Indians and on the banks of
the Sioux river, just below Sioux
Falls, fifteen of them united in forming an association. One of those original members was a prominent figure in a convention of the associations lately held at Sioux Falls.
The associations extended throughout the tribe until there are now sixty-six
with members. A
educated Indian, Is the traveling secretary. At least a dozen of them
have built log houses for their meeting places. Some of the Indiana are
earnest evangelists and Bible teachers. Every two months meetings
lasting several days are held and the
all the ' way from
Indians come
Devil's Lake to Slsseton, a distance
of 100 miles, to attend them.
One of the last and notable converts
made from the original "'bad Indians"
was Short Bull, an incorrigible,
who led the last battle
whites. Another of their
the
against
leaders who accepted Christianity
'and joined the association twelve
years ago was then pronounced by
the Indians as "no good," and was
continually drunk. Today he is by
general opinion conceded to be the
best farmer of all the tribes and last
year raised 4,800 bushels of wheat
and 1,000 bushels of oats. He owns
twelve horses and a large herd of
stock and every one of his seven eons
la a Christian. This man is one of
the volunteer evangelists and Bible
teachers who gives three months to
volunteer association service throughout the Dakotas.
There has been a general change
in the life of. the Indians. They are
living in well constructed houses and
under sanitary conditions. There is
less tuberculosis among them and
Thirty-on-

!

TAX COLLECTIONS COLUMBUS WAS A STATES FALLING

Display Unparalied foi its Immense Variety, Beauty and
Reasonable Prices

The women of Las Vegas have never before witnessed such a brilliant display of new
suits, dresses, etc., as is now presented at
this store.
This display strengthens our
for
showing only the newest and
reputation
best of everything.
"

Every Garment is a Picture of Loveliness
The newest style notes, the novel and
striking trimmings, the new color tones all
find their highest and best expression in this
display. The materials in these garments
are of strictiy high quality that we know will
wear to the satisfaction of the purchaser.

one-tent-

It is a showing that will fascinate every
lover of style Come!
$18.00 to $50.00
DRESSES
$7.50 to $65.00

SMART SUITS
DAINTY

r,

Showing of Spring's
Fairest flillinery

n

This department has been transformed'
into a bower of beauty. Hundreds of lovely
hats, typifying the dominant style thoughts
of the season in a bewildering array, certain

-

to appeal to you.

There is a hat for every type of woman
that will enhance the beauty of the wearer.
The styles are the most stunning ever
a great many being actual copies of
Parisian creations.

shown

An amazing profusion of striking trimmings prevades the entire display.

Our prices as usual are right, representing the best value for your money obtainable.
STREET AND READY TRIMMED HATS,

$1.75 to $15.00

Instant Relief
for Sore Feet

.

t,

rect election of United States senators. In North Dakota a corrupt practices act and primary election bill
with strong features have been enacted. Also a measure giving the people power to designate delegates to
national conventions and enabling
them to express their choice for national committeemen. Provision is being made for the initiative and referendum and recall. In Minnesota the
state league is fighting for the entire program, with hopes of success
for a portion of it at least.
"Reports from Nebraska Indlcats
that practically all of the measures
will be enacted in very satisfactory
form, while a portion of the pro
gram has gone through in Kansas.
Governor Joseph M. Carey of Wyom
ing reports the passage of a direct
primary law, an Australian headless
ballot, a corrupt practices act and a
measure for commission government
of cities. The initiative and referendum resolution has also been approved
in fairly good shape- - In Montana the
progressives were defeated, while in
Iowa the governor has vetoed some
of the legislation that has been passed by the assembly."
'

SHE WAS SMOTHERING
Mrs. M. C. Paschal,
of this place, says: "I was taken
with nervous prostration, and had
headache, backache, pains in my
right side, and smothering spells. I
called in physicians to treat my case,
but without relief. Finally, I tried
Cardui, and it gave perfect satisfac
tion. I recommend it to every sick
woman." Are you weak, tired worn
out? Do you suffer from any of the
pains peculiar to weak women? Cardui has a record of over fifty years
in relieving such troubles, and - will
certainly benefit you. It 'prevents
those frequent headaches, and keeps
you up, out of bed, feeling fresh and
happy. Try Cardui.

New Mexico's Largest

Implement House

Jno. Deere

McGormick

Charles Ilfeld Co.

Plows
Corn Drills
Cultivators
Harrows
Listers

Mowers
Binders
Rakes
Twine

Van Brunt
Grain Drills

Osborne

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
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Windmills
Pumps

Wagons
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With a Full Line of Fresh Goods
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THE NATION'S VALUED SECRET

"Explosive D" Just Perfected by Colonel Dunn, Who Invented Its Predecessor,
Can Sink a Modern Dreadnought at Ten Miles' Range and is Termed a "Revelation in"Dunnite,"
Warfare"

RATON

New York, March 23. The United
States government Is now the sole
owner of an explosive which is the
most powerful in the world and one
Katon, N. M.. March 23. Secretary which it is claimed makes the defenHaner of the Raton Baseball associa ses of New York harbor inroreemahle.
tion, has been busy several days with io hostile ship of even the most advanced type can now approach within
correspondence relative to the busl
ness of lining up a team for the ap- ten miles of Sandy Hook without
of being sent to the bottom
proaching season, and arranging a danger
a
shell.
by
single
definite playing schedule with the
is
It
the
recent
perfection of "Exneighboring cities.
D" and has placed in the "poplosive
ui
success
euuii
is
promising
ju
ssession of the government a weapon
being made to have the directors of
the associations in La Junta, Trinidad, far superior to joveite,
melanite, or the shimose that
Dawson and Las Vegas send an an
used against the fortifica
Japan
thorized agent to a meeting to be held
In Raton the last of this week for the tions of Port Arthur. It is startlingly
purpose of canvassing the baseball destructive in its effects and yet so
situation thoroughly and arranging, If safe in the handling that accidents
to gunners are unknown. .
possible, for a fixed schedule between
To Colonel Beverly W. Dunn of the
these five points that will insure an
ordance
department of the army and
distributed
and sastifactorily
evenly
at present chairman of the American
managed number of games for these
Railway association, belongs the dis
. places during the summer
season.
The Trinidad directors have already tinction of inventing the wonderful
manifested their disposition in the agent, of destruction. He is the in
matter by stating that they will mo- ventor of "dunnite" and "Explosive
tor over the pass the last of thl week D" is his improvement on the origi
for a conference with, the Raton di- nal invention. He ha3 given it freely
rectors. It 1b the purpose of the local to the government.
Hudson Maxim, the inventor, made
- board to have
the representatives
statement the other day:
this
the
from three other places here at
"The United States government
same time to participate in a general
exploowns and controls a brand-neconference,, Raton being centrally loin
a
revelation
will
which
sive
prove
holdfor
the
cated and
logical point
most
do
will
and
warfare
everything
ing such a conference.
except perhaps blow the white crust
nff the top of the earth. "
BIG INDOOR ATHLETIC MEET
Newspapermen who have InterChicago, March 23. The first an- viewed army and navy men In this
nua' indoor conference athletic meet, city and Washington learned that Mr.
which, wi'l be. held tomorrow and Maxim had uttered no exaggeration.
Saturday n the new Patten gymnasIn Washington experts of the ord
ium at Northwestern University, pro- nance corps were asked:
mises to be the. most notable event
"Why need the United States fear
of its kind that has been pulled off war with any nation?"
in the West this year. The contesThen the experts set forth just how
tants will include the star athletes the explosive could be used, how danof the leading colleges of Illinois, gerous it is and, in a measure, how it
Wisconsin, Minesota, Iowa and sev- is made. They would not go into the
eral other states. Swimming con- latter very deeply, because that Is the
tests will figuTe in the programme as government's secret.
well as the usual field and track
"To show what it would do if used
events.
in the forts about New York against
an enemy's ships," said an ordance
a modern dreadKAISER expert, "picture
TO WELCOME
VIENNA
of the North Dakota type ten
Vienna, March 23. Vienna is put- nought
sea steaming toward Sandy
at
miles
ting on gala attire in anticipation of
Then
Hook.
glance toward the Hook
th arrival here tomorrow of the'
see a hurst of flame from one
German Emperor. His imperial Maj- and
of
the big fourteen inch guns and a
esty will sipend two days as the
projectile go plunging through
guest of Emperor Francis Joseph and heavy
for the waterline of the
direct
vaspace
a
for
Corfu
to
will then proceed
dreadnought.
cation of several weeks.
"The dreadnought suddenly stops,
trembles and settles. In a minute it
men in
disappears, leaving struggling
this
mighty
of
shot
the water. One
hm. sent $10,000,000 worth
Not only pleasant and refreshing to
the taste, but gently cleansing and sweet- of steel and the finest workmanship
and
ening to the system, Syrup of Figs
to the bottom of the sea, and with It
Elixir of Senna is particularly adapted one thousand officers and men.
to ladies and children, and beneficial in
"It is almost inconceivable, and yet
all cases in which a wholesome, strengthto be true, for with the disshould be it appears
laxative
effective
and
our
ening
covery made it only remains that
used. It is perfectly safe at all times and
and
men should have marksmanship
dispels colds, headaches and the pains we have that."
so
and
constipation
caused by indigestion
loaded
There are enough shells
is the one
promptly and effectively that it
the
in
stored
D"
satiswith "Explosive
perfect family laxative which gives
Sandy
Hancock,
Fort
of
faction to all and is recommended by magazines
and Fort Wads-wort- h
millions of families who have used it and Hook Fort Hamilton
the
city of New
exits
of
to prevent
who have personal knowledge
country
surrounding
the
and
York
.
cellence.
iota
by the
one
Its wonderful popularity, however, has from being damaged
of Eu- imitaoffer
of
powers
the
dealers
to
fleets
combined
led unscrupulous
Theretions which act unsatisfactorily.
of
fore, when buying, to get its beneficial
The explosive is a compound a
of the
In
base.
the
is
acid
effects, always note the full name
which Picric
Co.
used in a twelve inch gun
Company California Fig Syrup
projectile
front
ik
of
every
J
-ni
or navy,' and weighing
,
piainiy piuucu
ot rigi of the army there are sixty-fiv- e
package of the genuine Syrup
1 046 pounds,
as
and Luxir ot Senna.
;
of the explosive. That is
pounds
Price
all
druggists.
sale
leading
For
by
Ingredients
the
of
nature
near to the
50 cento per bottle.
I

nitro-g'ycer-in-e,

.

Particularly the Ladies.
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National Avenue,
Near the Bridge
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NEW YORK GUARDED BY A NEW EXPLOSIVE
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of the compound as any but the experts are allowed to get. For seven
years Colonel Dunn and other scientists have been working on the problem of making an explosive, superior
to any In the world. Now that it is
perfected it has been adopted by both
the army and navy. So precious is
the secret considered the explosive is
never used except for practice, the old
style projectiles being used at target.
It is kept for a time of war, then to
be sent Into the bowels of the enemy's
his
ships, into his entrenchments,
coast defenses. It is used in all proto a
jectiles from a
fourteen-incgun. Much more than
sixty-fiv- e
pounds will be put into the
projectiles of the new fourteen-incguns.' In the projectiles of the twelve
inch mortar guns of coast defenses
2
122
pounds of the infernal stuff
is thrown. In the experiments made
by .the Seventh Battery, Field Artillery at Fort Riley, Kan., a large
stone block house was built on the
reservation and used as a target by
the battery. By the use of dunnite
shells the battery at a distance of
nearly two miles, demolished the
blockhouse and riddled tbe infantry
silhouettes that were in trenches be
hind and at tbe sides of the fortification.
In more, than three hundred tests
made at Sandy Hook the projectile
has pierced 11 2 inches of the finest hardened surface steel armor
plate and exploded after going
through the armor. The explosive
will send a projectile through any
thickness of armor that any navy
can use, and after having gone
through will explode inside the ship,
wrecking it and sending it to the bot
tom, The explosion win noi occur
till the projectile has gone through
the 'armor. In this it is unlike the
high explosives of most of the .powers, which explode on contact. The
Dunn explosive is fired by a time fuse
and will not explode on contact. But
when it does explode its powers are
almost supernatural.
At Sandy Hook, for one of the secret tests, the government built a
large compartment of steel armor
plate several inches in thickness. In
front of the compartment facing the
gun was a sheet of armor plate 11
inches thick. The regulation
gun was used and the projectile, conpounds of Explosive
taining sixty-fiv- e
D, fired with an ordinary charge jf
smokeless powder. It went through
the armor plate into the compartment and exploded. Great hoV?s
were torn in the steel box on all side3
and demonstrated that had It been a
ship it would have gone to the bottom
with all on board.
Among the other teats made was
that of shells fired from field pieces
into an embankment to determine
what could be done to an enemy's
entrenchments. One shell went Into
an embankment several feet and exwas
ploded in half a second. There
it
Had
earth.
the
In
a great hole
men
with
entrenchment
a
real
been
behind it the entrenchment and every
living thing in it would have been
destroyed.
The destruction of a fleet trying to
be
get into New York Harbor would
to
the
Battery
From
a fearful thing.
miles beyond Sandy Hook the harbor
and approaches are plotted and every
in
square foot covered by a mortar
Wads-wortthe pits of Forts Hamilton,
and Hancock. These fire their
have
projectiles at various angles and
for
them
to
carry
a velocity sufficient
travels
upward
The
projectile
miles.
three-pound-

er

h

h

1--

2

h

h

and then drops on the square covered
in the plotting of the military plans.
Any ship coming up the channel that
jpt past the ten, twelve and fourteen
inch guns of the outer forts would be
destroyed. Penetrating power is secured by the shell being carried upward to a sufficient height to insure
it going through the deck of the vessel.

Nothing resists the terrible force of
Explosive D. It tears through iron
and steel as a revolver shot goes
through a tin can. Penetrating the
dech of a vessel, it would explode on
the second deck, blowing lout the
sides and driving the second deck
down through the bottom. The sixty-fiv- e
pounds of explosive hurls the
heavy pieces of the exploded thousand-pound
shell in every direction,
doing inconceivable damage to everything near it.
Hereafter all torpedoes of the navy
are to be charged with Explosive D.
and they will do fearful work. This
secret, worked over for years by a
thoughtful man who did not listen to
the importunities of foreign countries
and finally given to his own country
as a gift, is known to but four officers of the government. So valuable
is it considered the government does
not think It best to let the ingredients
of the compound be known to mors
than that number.
Preparations were made some time
ago to fire several of the shells into
the old battleship Texas when that
vessel should be used as a target for
the monster ships of the North Atlantic fleet. .
All the nations of the earth have
been watching the experiments wih
Explosive D. and have been experimenting with high explosives, but
there is not anything in the world at
present that represents such tremen-dou- s
power as does this thing which
a quiet army officer living In Bay
Shore, L. I., has been developing in
his laboratories and at the Sandy
With
Hook
experiment grounds.
this wonderful agent in the hands of
army and navy it makes not only
New York harbor's defenses impregnable but it doubles the efficiency of
the service everywhere till some one
shall have invented a deadlier com,

pound.

in 1908. His life work
has been the study of explosives and
his love for his country the prompting
force back, of it. He has two sons In
the army.
In 1908 he instituted a plan for
safeguarding the transportation over
railroads of explosives and inflammable materials. The big railroads
were so interested in the plan that
they asked the retirement of Colonel
Dunn that he might continue permanently this good work. He Is now
chairman of the American Railway
association, with offices at No. 24
Park place, and lives at Bay Shore.
The Invention of Dunnite, Colonel
Dunn gave absolutely to the government free of charge, although offers
were made to him by several foreign
countries, and this government, if the
invention had been made by a civilian, would have had to spend large
amounts of money to control it. In
addition Colonel Dunn has given several inventions to the government in
the line of detonators.

Y.M.C. A. HELPS INDIANS
(Continued from Page Two)

Drinker

d
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The Neal internal treattnent
A Guaranteed Contract
cures tha periodical, occasional
or moderate drinker ths liabitual A
guaranteed bond and contract
and excessive drinker and the ner- is given each 'patient
agreeing to
vous man who has to drink effect a perfect cure or refund the
to keep from becoming money at the end of third
day.
more nervous. It takes away
all inclination to drink, all desire
A Modern Treatment
and craving for drink by neutralizing the poison of alcohol in the The Neal is a Physician's
system and ridding the blood of Cure for the drink habit; it is
the poison by a rapid process of the most modern and perfect of
elimination leaving the drinker in known treatments, originated by
the same normal condition he was a physician, and administered by
in before tasting liquor, so far as experienced physicians. It never
the effect of alcohol may be con- fails.
cerned all appetite
for drink
Call, write or phone 321! for free
gone and he a new man.
book and copy of contract; Neal
No Hypodermic Injections
Institute Co., 512 N. Second St.,
The Neal internal treatment ef- Albuquerque, N. M. All comfects a perfect cure in three days munications strictly confidential.
Bank references given.
without hypodermic injections.

many are becoming skilled and
thrifty farmers.
The Indiana are liberal, although
few of them have ready money. Sup- port for the traveling secretary is
pledged in work. Fifteen vounteer-eto go .with their teams and work
for farmers at $6 a day and give the
proceeds. Another group of them
and harvesters
brought
and went out to work in the wheat
harvests. They earned enough money
to pay for the machines, made .a good
contribution to their traveling secre- jg
tary, and have $800 on hand with AJ
which they will put up a church.
One Indian member who had forty
horses in his corral gave one which
was worth $50 and another a piece IS
of land which was sold. Another
group planted a field of oats to feed
the team of the traveling secretary.
A new undertaking which these, Indian associations contemplate is to
work In
establish an educational
branch of
which every practical
training which would assist the Indian to become a better farmer and
business man, (as extensive as he
may need to be) will be taught; and
also to provide some intellectual life
for the hundreds of young Indians,
who at 18 years of age are discharged
from! the Indian schools and returned
to the reservations. The associations are endeavoring to raise $1,005
for this purpose.

B

Duncan Opera' house

Tuesday, March 28
Miss Oljja Nethersole

self-binde-

g

W.
l
Beverly
weaterrible
this
of
author
Dunn,, the
pon, was born in Louisiana, October
12, 1860, at the outbreak of the civil
war, and grew up at a time when military thought was rampant throughout the country. He was appointed
to the West Point military academy
July 1, 1879, from the military acad
emy of Louisiana and graduated
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
from the artillery school In 1888. He
BROMO Quinine
was made a second lieutenant of the Take LAXATIVE
Third Artillery June 13, 1883, a first fails to cure. E. Wv GROVE'S
lietuenant of ordnance in 1890, capDruggists refund money If It
tain in 1898, major in 1905 and lieu ture is on each box. 25c.
Lieutenant-Colone-

Shatters the Nervous System and Drives the

tenant-colon-

;

;;f

"(liebler

&.

co., mgrs.)

And a splendid company of English and
American players in

The Redemption of Evelyn Vaudray
author of "THE THIEF"

Rv HENRI BERNSTEIN

Adaoted for the American Stage bv LOUIS N. PARKER
author of "POMANDER WALK" and staged
by BEN GREET

PRICES:
Entire Lower Floor.

$2.00

t

....$1.50

Reserved Balcony
Gallery

...$1.00

For the Special Trade
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The greatest crisis in a woman' life
wheu first 8519 becomes a mother.
AH the physical strength of her
nature Is demanded at such times,

and it is necessary that her system
be thoroughly prepared for the event,
yTUl
order that
1 0I
health be preserved
r lrClff
HAO 1L .11.
for fnture years-- Mother's Friend
Is woman's safest reliance; it is a medicine for external use, composed of oils
and other ingredients which assist nature in all necessary physical changes of
the system. Its regular use before the coming of baby prepares the muscles
and tendons for the unusual strain, aids in expanding the skin and flesh fibres,
and strengthens all the membranes and tissues. Mother's Friend lessens the pain
and danger at the crisis, and leaves
the mother in such healthful condition that her recovery is always
rapid and natural. Mother's Friend
is sold at drug stores. Write for our
free book for expectant mothers.
BRADFIELD BEOTJLATOR CO.,
s
.
Atlanta, Oa.
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Brandies Whis keys Wines
3

O. H. Mumms fcCo.

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy

17

of Bourbon and

Apple Brandy

Kye, so we have

Apricot Brandy
5

Different Brands

Stars

your brand.

California Brandy

Pommery
GreatWeste
Sauterners'
Virginia Dare

Claret

Deidesheimer
Laabenheimer
Niersteiner

pnrsteiner
and
also
White
Port
Port Wine,
Sherry
Imported

US

EB&
c.

T: FARLEY, Prop.
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THE KEAL BILLIOXAIItE

hissed back the chagrin .Woodward
he swooned ' away. London
;
Chronicle.

ere
e reier to any man who has ao
cumulated more than $100,0uo as
millionaire and there are several men
in this country who are called bil
lionaires, but these titles are chiefly
honorary. They are lor the most par.
complimentary terms, such as we are
accustomed to use when ve refer to a
Kentuckian as colonel or a man who
has been a justice of the peace as
judge.
In many instances the colonel nev
er commanded any army except his
hired hand and the judge may know
more about (he quality of whiskey
than he. knows about law, especially
if he, too, happens to be a Kentuc
kian. It is the same, in many In
stances, with our millionaires and
billionaires.
There is in reality one billionaire
and that is. Uncle Sam. He is it, and
more too. The past report of the secretary of the treasury shows a bal
ance of more than $1,000,000,000 in
gold coin and over $126,000,000 worth
of uncoined gold in the treasury. It
is more actual cash gold than Uncle
Sam has ever had before. It. is more
than amv other two national gov
ernments have in actual cash com
bined. It is more than Is on deposit
in the Bank of
England and the
Bank of France combined- It is mure
than the united holdings of the Rus
sian treasury and the German Relcha
bank, lnc'uding with the latter that
famous war reserve in the Potsdam
fortress.
About $845,000,000 of this is held in
trust for individual Americans, the
holders of outstanding gold certificates. As a lesson to those who
fail to accumulate It may be stated
that the government has not acqulre-this large sum suddenly, although
there has been splendid management
during the administration of Secrearv
McVeagh. It has been going on since
1894, when the silver purchase bPl
was repealed.
That saved the country from bank
ruptcy and disgrace, and since then
we have been accumulating gold. The
fact that as a country we have con
fidence in the yellow metal accounts
In a measure for the three defeats
that have been administered at regu
lar intervals to William Jennings
Bryan.

1
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man didn't look
The absent-mindeup from his paper when the conductor
on the Connecticut avenue car came
around. He Just felt In his side pocket for his jitket and handed the
ticket to the conductor. The ticket,
however, was a theater coupon.
up the conductor
"Here," spoke
rather sharply, "this don't go. Come
on with the right one."
man glanced
The absent-mindeover the top of his paper at the coud

REBUILDING NEW YORK
-COSTS SW00.000 DAILY

;New York, March 23. With the
era of construction that bids
fair to make this an entirely new
city within the next ten years well
V
A
under way. New York is no spendentered at the Postoffice at East
ing annually on the erection of new
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for tranamla
buildings enough money to construct
ion tnrougn the United States Mails
the Panama canal, and is using dura second class matter.
pon.
ing the, same period enough build
"Well," he snapped, "that's the cou- ing material to construct six pyra
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES
pon off the ticket the man gave me, mids equal in size to the great pyra.
and I propose to occupy this seat till mid of Chaops. Never before in the
cany per Year, by Carrier
$7.50
the curtain drops. You can just " history of the world has there been
Daily Per Month, by Carrier... .65
Then he came out of the fog, and any approach to the record of exDaily Per Week, by Carrier... .15
a sheepish look fished out the
with
and
Stock
Weekly Optic
Grower,
pansion which figures just collected
car ticket. Washington Star.
Pear Year, by Mail
2.00
have brought to light here. In every
Six Months
1.00
working day Father Knickerbocker
Peter L. Harris, the grain expert spends a sufficient sum and uses sufAdvertisers are guaranteed the
of Lincoln, was condemning the reci- ficient material to construct a good
largest daily and weekly circulation
procity idea.
of any newspaper in northeastern
sized town, so that at present the
"The United States promoters ol equivalent of 300 such communities
New Mexico.
Canadian reciprocity expect too much are being added to the
city annualof it," he said. '"They expect to ly. In the achievement of this recCOLORADO TELEPHONE
gain practically everything and to ord the city is now spending nearly
Business Office
Main 2
give practically nothing. Well, they'll $1,000,000 every working day and as2
Editorial Rooms
.....Main
get left like HI Bil'lngs.
of
Main 2
similating in the same length
Society Editor
'
"Hi went to a horse sale one day time
7,000 tons of building
nearly
and bought a horse for $18- When material. How
THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1911.
great is the annual
he got the horse home he offered it total of this material is shown by
a bucket of water, but it wouldn't the fact that over 80,000
freight cars
STRANGE CASE OF
drink. After that he gave It a feed would be necessary for its transportaNAFTZGElt
of corn, but it wouldn't touch that tion. These it conducted in one train
either.
would have an aggregate length of
The case of Levi S." Naftzger, the
" 'By gosh.' he said, 'you're the
more than 625 miles or sufficient to
Wichita, Kan., banker, who was convery horse for- me if you'll only reach nearly seven times from this
work!' "Washington Star.
victed of selling
stolen
postage
city to Philadelphia. Made up in
Is
one
of those strange and
trains of the ordinary length these
stamps,
Even in the country where economy cars would make more than 1,600 of
almost Incomprehensible instances of
Is practiced to perfection, the prac- them.
This, however,-4- s merely one-moral perversion that challenges more
tice has its drawbacks, as a writer In expression of the expansion which id
than usual attention. An ordinary
Gil Bias points out.
now going on here. In every field the
in
thief In common. It Is also not InfreA guest at a small restaurant
record is equally startling. The raw
the environs of Paris complained to material used iu the
quent that bankers and other men o!
city's various
the proprietor that he had not re- industries now exceeds in value $1,
business and social standing fall unhe had orderceived the
200,000,000 yearly. Curiously enough
der the stress of unusual temptation.
ed.
the largest item of production from
Rich men sometimes risk everything
"How much longer shall I have to tiie raw material received is that of
on a shady "deal that will net them
wait?" he asked.
women's c'othing which last year
substantial gains. But the case of
"Only until somebody orders the amounted to more than $260,000,000
other half," the proprietor replied, or
Mr. Neftzger la different- nearly $80,000,000 more than the
soothingly. "M'sieur would scarcely output of raiment for men.
For more than twenty years the
expect us to go out and kill half a
Wichita banker spent many hours
May Find Way to Chepk Fires
chicken?" Youth's Companion.
each day piling up his fortune. At
The tii eat wan oi Clnua muj soon
the same time he was creating an
Little Augustus Johnson had learn- Lie outdone by me great aii or rath
o
ed some things about the face of a er walls of New York, lor It is uov
enviable place for himself and his GROWTH OF
NEWSPAPER clock, but not quite all there is to proposed, as a safeguard against lire,
family in the social World in which
INFLUENCE
kntfw.
to make the metropolis the first wall
he moved. He had only one ambi"What time is it, 'Gustus?" asked ed city in the country since the days
The experienced newspaper man of his
tion, so far as anyone knows. He
employer one night, to test him of the earliest settlements. This nov
wanted to have money, and that am today may have a powerful influence
"It's
jest 8 o'clock," said the boy, el' suggestion was put forward at a
bition was realized to such an extent quite apart from that which he may
after a careful survey of the clock. recent meeting ot the Credit Men's
that he became a powerful financial exert through the columns of his pa
"No, you're wrong," said his em association at the Hotel Astor, and is
factor in southern Kansas. When per. Newspaper life brings a man in
"It won't be 8 for quite a now being: seriously, .considered. It
well over 60 years of age he had to close contact with most phases of ployer.
While yet, not for 20 minutes."
is not planned of course to wall in
large wealth, a sound reputation and life. In' time he becomes valuable as
"Bofe hands Is p'intlng to 8, jes the whole city, but instead by the
potent influence. No one ever tinted an adviser. This principle was recog- as
straight as dey can p'int," said the erection of transverse barriers in var
that he had ever done an Illegal act nized by Mayor Darius A. Brown of
Impossible
boy, stubbornly. "If dey ain't telling ious localities to make
and he was in a position to retire In Kansas City, when he appointed to de
truf, I cayant help it." Youth's any general conflagration since these
honor. Here comes the strange pa' t a place In his. cabinet James E. Craig,
check the furthe.'
barriers would
Companion.
of this remarkable story.
a member of the editorial staff of the
spread of any fire. Neither is it proSuddenly this staid and upright Kansas City Star, and president of
posed exclusively to erect plain walls
banker is confronted with a peculiar the Kansas City Press club. This
towering 200 feet Into the air. Wher
temptation. According to the testl was done notwithstanding the fact
ever it proves possible to construct
THE PROOFREADER
mony in his trial, he became associ- that the Star was opposed to the
a continuous line of absolutely fire
ated with one of the worst crooks election of Mr- Brown. Mayor Brown's
proof buildings these structures will
that ever Infested southern Kansas. cabinet, according to Leslie's Weekbe used as a fire wr.ll. Only where
This crook was the leader of a gaig ly, is in itself an innovation. With The proofreader, he is an ornery
such a plan is impossible or to fill
cuss.
of bank and postofflce robbers, tnd it the mayor discusses all - matters
in the uncompleted gaps in such
in the loot that these men gathered of importance to the city and each And onc in a while he lands on us a link is it
con
to
proposed
were hundreds of dollars' worth of member is expected to have a voice With highbrow scorn and tells us thai. struct
walls. The inmammoth
the
postage stamps. How to get rid of In the discussion. Mayor Brown has Our jest about Bryan coming to bat ventor of the new idea points out
these stamps without attracting the still .further manifested his confi- For president more frequently
that the advertising space on these
attention of the secret service was a dence in the newspaper men by ord- Than there are leaves on a chest- - barriers 'could
easily be sold at 4
nut tree,
problem. But the leader made an ering that all correspondence of the
price
sufficiently
large to wipe out at
arrangement with a former chief of office shall be submitted to the city is simply letting our fancy soar,
an early date the cost of their con
police of Wichita to take thesr, and hall reporters of all papers. If prema 'Cause three times out is Bryan's struction. The chief difficulty, how
score;
the latter sold hem at a discount to ture publication would spoil some im
ever, in this connection seems to He
banker. portant matter the mayor requests And we in particular ought to know in the fact that
Naftzger, the respectable
present bill posting
Naftzger sold the stamps in tur.i in the reporters not to use the story, How many leaves on a chestnut tree methods and facilities are In no way
grow.
smaller lots to Wichita business men. and his request has never been disto plaster a 200-fohigh
And when we happen to write "he prepared
until discovery.
regarded.
wall with works of more or less ar
don't,"
It is said that Mr. Naftzsre'1 never
i
value.
In order to make it rhyme with tistic
realized more than a few hundteds
in
Kaiiway iviau Service
Keoating
Tn
"won't,"
of dollars out of this business.
Uncle
That
is in one sense a.
Sam
comes
if
and
He
us
asks
wasn't
it
fact, It was so petty an enterprise
least much in tne same posiuou us
Our Intention to say "he doesn't,"
that few men even of small sub
Or when, by either design or chance, shippers who used to profit illegally
stance would have taken the risk.
A little boy was once brought beWe permit ourselves to write it by rebates or exclusive rates secureu
But Naftzger did take tha risk tnd fore a
magistrate charged with throwfrom- - the railroads is a point that nas
"pants,"
he ruined his life for a sum so triflstones at railway trainsing
cows
lands
He
a
been raised here as a result oi inthat
A
jolt
is
completely
almost
that
it
negligible.
ing
"What have you to say in answe?
us.
vestigation of the question oi railway
Jury said that he was guilty. He faces to the serious charge?" asked his
By saying "the style book says it's mail pay. it has been brou'gnt to
a term In prison. He ha brought
worship.
trousers-light that through rulings adopted bj
disgrace upon himself and h'j family
"I didn't throw no stone, sir; I was And
If, in describing a social affair, the postofflce department to govern
caution
and
when
an
at
experiage
only going to," said the boy.
We say one hundred persons were l ail way mail transportation the roads
ence should have held him to the set"Onty going to!" echoed the magare in the position of handling this
aV
a
there,
few
And
for
life.
tled waiys of
istrate. "Well, the intent was there, He
the' list and, as sure as fate, business at a, heavy annual loss. Stagets
hundred dollars and he Is worth and as a
deterant I shall fine you Counts 'em and finds
only ninety-eigh- t. tistics that, have been, collected on
half a million!
$5."
this , subject show that this loss
o
On leaving the court the father of
When we say a thing happened a amounts to millions of dollars annu
the boy was called back and informAS ANOTHEtt VIEWS US
week ago,
ally and is in effect a heavy tax that
ed that he hadn't paid the fine.
He looks up the date and is able to must be paid by the railways or else
"That's so," replied the parent. "1
The Las Vegas Optic claims that
show
by the public using railway facilities,
the Meadow City is the second larg- should have done so; but, as the It was six days back or maybe nine, Moreover, Uncle Sam demands ami
est municipality in New Mexico. Intent is Just "as good in law, why, While a week has seven days, he'll gets about $12,000,000 worth ot free
'
Nothing of the kind, the census you're paid."
opine.
transportation
annually from the
shows it is fifth. If suburbs are to be
And of history, ' science and arts and railroads, since they are forced to
counted, then Roswell and Santa Fe
Gresham College in 1719, was the
such,
carry the mail clerks free. While the
have suburbs too, that ought to be scene of a famous
c
duel His noble bean contains so much
small
Item may seem relatively
included. However, if the two towns between two celebrated doctors, Dr. We all believe he knows more
figures show It to be Important as it
on; the Rio Gallinas get together, Mead and Dr. Woodward, both of
Is equal to the free transportation
they will make a showing worth while whom wer lecturers at the college. Than the old Britannica "'Cyclopedy. each year of more than 50,000,000 tons
and there is no valid argument that While walking down Bishopsgate ave- Oh, the proofreader, he Is an ornery of freight one mile. It is probable
can be urged for keeping them apart. nue one morning they quarreled over
cuss,
that this condition of affairs will
Until then, Las Vegas will have to be some medical question and adjourned And once In a while he lands on us. be called to the attention of congress
satisfied with fifth place and ten to the square of the college to fight
Union.
with a demand for a change that will
years from now, it will be some- It out with swords. Woodward fell,
remove the government from occupy;
where around twentieth cr thirtieth wounded In several places, whereupsFinch's Golden; Weddinx Rye. aped lng a position of receiving from the
in rank unless the two towns get on Mead magnanimously said: "Take In the "wtxd"151rKct from dMillerr railroads
special favors not extended
together. Santa Fe New Mexican.
td" other shippers and for which both
thy life." "Anything but your physic," to you. At the Lobby, of course.
M.
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the carrier and the patron would be
attacked if the latter were a private
Individual or a corporation.
Seamen to Have $500,000 Hornet
Work is soon to be begun here
which when completed will provide
this city with the finest seamen's
home in the world, costing $500,000
and designed in all of its 12 stories
with special reference to contributing to the necessities and comforts
of thousands of men who follow the
hard life of the sea. Incidentally it!
erection will abolish many historical
landmarks about the famous Coenties
Slip which since the earliest Dutch
days has been one of the most inmen
teresting centers for
and shipping merchants. Practical!
every foot of space has some historic
memory of the days when ships' from
every port of the world tied up there.
The name of the slip itself Coenties
Is an unique and lasting tribute to
an early family, now almost forgotten, but in their day widely known
for their honesty and kindness.
Price ot Human Flesh Decreasing
Whether or not the price of meat
goes up, the price of human flesh in
this city, according to a recent Judicial decision, has been going down
steadily and is now so far be'ow"
the standard set by Shakespeare
when he wrote the Merchant of Venice that it has reached the ridiculous
rate of $1 per pound. At least that
is the price which a local judge decided upon as being proper and in
view of its lowness It bids fair to
stand for some time. The matter
came up prosaically enough through
the attempt of a doctor to collect a
bill for reducing a woman's weight
by an alleged obesity cure to the extent of 12 pounds. The patient admitted that after taking one dose of
medicine and suffering from an attack of illness she had lost 12 pounds
in weight. Within a week after her
recovery, howeter, she not only regained the 12 pounds, but picked up
8 more in addition and refused to pay
the bill. The doctor sued and the
court ruled that the defendant must
pay $12, that is, $1 for each pound
of flesh she lost. As a result New
York Is probably the first city in the
country to establish an official valuation for human flesh by the pound.

Smoking Sets

Fern Dishes

Ash Trays

Jardinieres

Candelabra, etc

Match Box Holders

ONLY IN THE BEST
OF A FINISH OBTAINED
AT
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TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS

sea-farin- g

New York, March
2

2 14

23.

Call money

per cent Prime

8

44

25 & 6. 50; southern steers,
5. 90; southern cows and heifers, $3.505; native cows and heif.
ers, $3.256.25; stockers and feed
ers, $4.756; bulls, $4 5.25; calves.

steers, $5.

nONEY AND STOCKS
mercan-

$4. 60

tile paper
per cenf. Mexican
Sudollars 45. Amalgamated 63
$4.507.50; western steers, $.1QG;
Great
109
Atchison
gar 119
western
cows, $3. 25 5. 25.
New York
Northern, pfd., 126
9000. Market 5 cents lower
Hogs
123
Pacific
108.
Northern
Central
Bulkw
$660 6.70;
packers and
Reading 157. Southern Pacific 117.
butchers
light
$6,759
$6.656.80;
78
pfd.
Union Pacific 176. Steel
1-- 2

3--

7--

4.

3--

119

6.85.

1--

Market steady. Mulambs, $5.606.40;
fed wethers and yearlings,
$4.35
5.75; fed western ewes, $4.255.15.
.

nElAL
New York, March 23 Lead. Mar
ket firm, $4.454.50; standard copper, weak. Spot and May, $11.75
11.90. Silver 52

7000.

Sheep

ttons,

$4255.35;

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
March 23. Cattle, 4,500.
Market steady. Beeves, $5.206.75;
Texas steers, $4.505.65; westeru
WOOL
and
stockers
St. Louis, March 23. Wool Market steers, $4.505.80;
cows and heifers.
feeders,
$45.80;
western
and
punchangedTerritory
$2.655.90; calves, $5.257.60.
mediums, 1922; fine mediums, 16
Hogs 26,000. Mrket slow. Light,
18; fine, 1213.
mixed,
$6.655.10;
$6.S07.15;
heavy, $6.456.S0; rough, $6.45
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
6.65; good to choice heavy, $6.65
6.90;
pigs, $6.607.10; bulk, $6.70
Chicago, March 23. Wheat, May 6.90.
48
89
89
Corn, May
July
Sheep 15,000. Market strong. NaOats, May 30
July 49 4
tive,
$3.105.25; western, $3.30
July 30 3478- Pork, May $16.45;
5.35; yearlings, $4.755.60; lambs,
$16.i00.
Lard,
May
$8.85;
July
July
natives, $56.50; western, $5.25
8.75. Ribs, May, $9.20; July $8.72.
Chicago,

-

1-- 4

3--

7--

-

6.60.

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Tony Faust Budweiser beer is
on tap at tbe Opera bar and is one
Kansas City, March 23. Cattle,
Including 800 southerns. Market of the finest draft beers served over
strong to ten cents higher. Native any bar in the city.
IWUIM'IIMIWHii

Dresses for
All Occasions
STREET, AFTERNOON
OR EVENING WEAR

-

Probably, no part of our apparel stock has
caused more favorable comment than our
showing: of dresses. Every correct style is
displayed in all the favored materials dresses of gold cloth, pongee foulard and taffeta
are here in all the newest colorings and combinations. Practical street dresses as well as
the more elaborate models for afternoon and
evening wear are represented in plain colors,
figured designs, checks and stripes in light
and dark effects price range

"

$12.50 to $4o.oo

ABSORBLETS
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NOW GOME

THINGS FOR SPRING

WOMEN'S

Washable School and White Frocks for

Whatever'else the spring wardrobe
may contain, one thing is settled in
most women's minds- -it must have
at least one plain tailored, finely simple suit to bear the brunt of
daily
wear.
In our suits are combined
correct cut, faultless
tailoring,
lines, the latest styles and the good
best
of materials. Quality in
line
from the fastidious clusterevery
of
skirt tc .close fitting, single plaiting
breasted
lines ot coats. Prices
wm
o

We are well convinced that these
are the prettiest wash dresses that
have ever been shown here before.
All of them have deep hems, wide
skirts and they are so well made that
we could sell them better if we turned them wrong side out. They come
in pretty ginghams, percales and
chambrays. These washable 'frocks
come in a variety of colors and with
attractive touches of embroidery,
bands and buttons. All Guaranteed
fast colors.

The

SUITS

With a Welcome for
Spring

Girls of From 6 to 16 Years

515-51- 7

TAILORED

$22.50 to $45.00

Store of Quality

Opposite

Railroad

Castaneda

Avenue

E.LasVegas.

'

;

'

lasi

gey

n.m;

Hotel

U 'II
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The Prescriplionlst

SOUR

AN EXPERIMENTAL

PERSONALS

NEW DUTCH CURTAINS

FARM WOULD BE

The man who does . the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on

John Pugh, the Wagon Mound farmer, la la U city on a brief visit
Attorney Louis C. Ilfeld went last
night to Santsf Fe on business tri.
William Tate, who
perates a saw
mill at Glorieta, was in Las
Vegas COMMERCIAL
CLUB DIRECTORS
today,
WILL ACT ON PROPOSITION
S. E. Barker, a
government forest
TOMORROW NIGHT
ranger from the Pecos forest, is in
the city.
The establishment in northern New
John Frledensteln
has returned
Mexico of an experiment farm to bo
from Phoenix, Arls., where he spent
maintained by the government for the
part of the winter.
purpose of developing grains tint,
J. van Houten of Haton was In Las will thrive in semi-ari'1.1
cllmuU's.
Vegas today visiting friends and look- was announced some days aKO, is being after business affairs.
Many La Vpuim
ing contemplated.
Territorial ' Mounted Policeman A. people ar working for the rnrryltiR
loA. Sena hui returned from a
trip to out of plans that will leud to ttie
The
near
here.
of
farm
the
the eastern part of the county.
cating
club if
C. H. Burman, who resides in south- directors of the Commercial
western Jowa, is here looking after a special meeting, will consider the
proiKJsition tomorrow evenlnu.
real estate, holdings owned by him.
'
In addition to the Ixmerit mieli
Dr. C. 8. LoBey returned last even- a
farm would bring to the coinnuinll
ing from Santa Fe, where he bad been In the way of itdvcrllHltu ttml uloitu
for several days on professional bus- financial line the InxllliMioii would
iness.
prove of value to the mhimlu, HavMr. and Mrs. George C. Hicks ing tho Normal miiiiuiPi' ncluiol
4
erf Chicago,
arrived here this after- course In
to be offereit
noon.
They are on a tour of the In order Hint the young people who
southwest and expect to remain here nr prepnvlnit thpmnelve
lo heeome
two weeks or more.
teacher tuny lenvn to tench the ftut
United States Attorney David J damerital pvlnelple of dry fvtuli,i
Leahy returned last night from A- to thfir pupil, Thl likely will be
ear and
lbuquerque, where he had been at- rnnttmierf during mtoeeedlua
if the frtvm I ethllnhed vll of ln
tending federal court.
could be arrangpeel Ion douhtle
Mrs. William Kinkel arrived 4av
would get u
ed Unit Ihe utmteiit
night from El Paso and will W t
l
method
the
employvhanee
m
tmly
of
her
guest for a few days
ed lv Ihe government' evpevt, Tito
George H. Kinkel, and Mr, KiuWl.
of the high thool wlo
npper
Lee Williams, a foront vauger
$M
by lmllr vllt, ThU
ptvttt
I
ww-athe Pecos national fore!,
mA In n way eonfUel with tlte
l
to
his
day
headquarter
ttlww, wk f the asvUniltuvMl eolleKe a
after having been In la Y
lhoe w h delve to wpwlnltw on Ihe
couple of days on official
tauuM thew would toituvally
juh,teo
District Attorney CharW
entvll in lhat Institution,
Ward returned lust evening twm
trip to Socorro. Ho nay tfe sowfe--erpart of the territory wa
by a henvy rain during hi Ytwi.
fUALTY REPORT
Louis Wilson of Hiitim, uiA iwkit
Jesse G. Northmtt of Trinidad, pa
ed through Las Venus lust nis&t
their way homo from Sooorro where
Warranty Ddt
V, 8-- . A a t J alia Sheetmn, March 1,
they had ben on court business.,
C. K. Durbin, president of the Las
WUUauv T, Keed ot ux., to H. Erie
company, arrived
Vegas Traction
Hoke
trustee, March 15, 1911, lots
last night from Albuquerque where
he had N spent several weeks. Mr. 11, 12, 13 blk. 6 L. S. and Rosenwald
addition. Consideration fl.
Durbin is a resident of New York.
hi A. Klefer el UK,, to Ailnnt Klefr
Governor William J. Mills Is expect
Jan.
aete Hnn Miguel
It),
ed to arrive this evening from Sunt
county.
Fe. He will make a brief visit here
Russel,
Adolph Straus to E. R.
and tomorrow will leave with a party
town
in
of
Bast
March
land
14,
1911,
of local sportsmen for Wagon Mound
Las Vegas. Consideration $1.
on a two days' duck hunt.
A. Chaves et al to M. D. A. Maes,
John J. Cole of Findlay, O., Is a July 1, 1907, land in San Miguel counvisitor in Las Vegas.
He is a ty. Consideration $925.
lawyer and may decide to locate in
M. A. Maestas to M. D. A. Maes,
New Mexico. Mr. Cole's brother, who April 20, 1908, 160.84 acres in San Miis a member ,of J.he national housa guel
county. Consideration $400.
was a valiant
of representatives,
J. N. Maes to M. D. A. Maes, Nov.
worker for' the admission of New Mex 28, 1910, 160 acres in San Higuol
ico as a state.
county. Consideration $300.
E. Maestas et ux., to M. D. A. Maes,
Judge Clarence J. Roberts will be
here April 3 for the purpose of draw- Dec. 13, 1908, land in San Miguel
ing the venires for the grand and county. Consideration $323.
N. Cordova et ux to M.. D. A, Maes,
sit during the
petit juries that-wil- l
Nov.
14, 1906, 160 acres in San Miterm
district
court
of
the
of
April
Mora county. John Joerns, clerk of guel county. Consideration $275.
A. D. Torres to M. D. A. Maes, Jan.
the court, will assist in the drawing
While here Judge Roberts will look 28, 1910, 160 acres in San Miguel
county. Consideration $350.
after other court business.
M. Valdez to M. D. A. Maes, Aug.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
160 acres
in San Miguel
20, 1909,
of the New Mexico Normal Univer
Consideration $300.
county.
sity, left last night tor Alamogordo
Ramon Baca to Luciano Maes,
where tomorrow evening he will ad
6, 1906, land in twp 17, R. 22.
April
dress the Otero county teachers' inConsideration $384.
stitute. The, county superintendent,
L. Maes to M. D. A. Maes, April 29,
Charles D. George, has arranged a
1907, 160 acres. Consideration $1.
good program for the institute and
L. Maes to M. D. A. Maes, April
It is expected a large number of
29, 1907 320 acres in San Miguel Co.
teachers will attend.
Consideration $1.
I. M. de Torres to Juan B. Coca et
als., Sept, 16, ld07, 160 acres in twp.
17, R. 23. Consideration $1.
J. B. Gonzales et ux to Juan Coca
v
Bro& Dec. 26, 1906, 160 acres in
and
4
twp. 17, R. 23. Consideration $30C;
J. F. Peters to David Gore et ux.,
Feb. 2. 1911, 80 acres in twp. 17 R. 19.
U. S. A., to J. B Gonzales, July 13,
1905, 160 acres.
U. S A., to M. D. M. de Torres, Feb.
6, 1908, 160 acres in twip. 17, R. 23.

whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
our
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

11

VALUABLE
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We Have

Just
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ved a Lot of

Western

Garden
Seed

in Bulk
and PackageT

iJ.
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BY GEN.

TONIGHT

ADJUTANT GENERAL
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Now

Guernsey Marthenware
Brown, White Lined,
lCnameled Cooking and
Serving Dishes. Also
Casseroles with and
without handles, only

at

..

0--

BROOKES

One fifth Off for Cash
During; Week Ending
March --Tith Lustweek
sale on metal beds nnd
dreNsors continues un-tMatch LT.th.

e--

A. Paper.

INSPECTION

Also the Now Scrim, Madras
Illumine, Muslin, Nottingham
it ml (luble Net Curtains and
Nets art' now in a grand array for Sprint!, 1911.

st'e

From Barteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

WILL PUT

COMPANY H THROUGH ITS
PACES AT THE ARMORY
w

Preliminary inspection of Company
H, New Mexico National Guard, will
be made this evening by Adjutant
General A. S. Brookes, in command
of the military department of the
territory. General "Brookes arrived
this afternoon from his headquarters
in Santa Fe. The inspection will be
held In the armory. It is for the
purpose of giving the soldiers an op
portunity to learn their weak points
and thus will enable them to pass a
better Inspection next month when
an officer of the regular army will be
here on an official tour of insipection
All members of the company are
to be present at the inspection.
TO TRY A NORTH DAKOTA JUDGE
Bismarck, N. D., March 23. The

North Dakota senate has completed
arrangements for the i impeachment
trial next week of John F. Cowan,
judge of tihe second judicial district
Judge Cowan i charged with a long
list of offences, chief among which
are habitual drunkennoss, immoral
ity and ma'feasance in office.

NOTICE

TIE

ROSENTHAL

Oppiwlte Y.

M. O. A

Post Toasties
with cream or milk.1
This sweet, crisp food tickles
the palate as few others do.
it The

ttemory Lingers"

Posturn Cereal Company, Ltd., Battle Creek.jMich.

U. S. A., to A. Chavez, Sept 16.
1904, 160 acres in San Miguel county.
U. S. A., to M. A. Maestas, Feb. 6,
1908,

160.84

U S. A.,

K.

Las Vegas

WILL VISIT IN KANSAS
D. L. Batchclor, Santa Fe Btation
ugeut, will leave this evening lor
Salina and Emporia, Kana., where he
will join Mrs., Batchelor on a visit

to friends and relatives.
During
his absence liarry Haskell, day ticket,
agent, will work in the freight offices, replacing Joe Klledgo, who is
to rolleve Mr. llutchelor as agent.
The night ticket man, J. A. Atkins,
will relieve Mr, Haskell
and M.
Angel, a relief'man, will take Atkins'
."
place.

GOOD DUCK STORY
was not poor shooting that oaus
ed Ceo'ge H. Hunker to fall to bring
home a duck yesterday mornlnjr.
In
fact, he bit the fowl he shot at

It

squarely.

He

discovered, however,
on which he
wasted his ammunition. Dr. W. P.
Mills, who accompanied Mr. Hunker
r n the hunting trip, thought the jjlco
cn Hunker a good one, until Hunker
told some of his friends how M'.lla
l.Pd failed to hit a whole flock of
ducks.

that it was a

decoy

Do you know that of all tho minor
ailments colds are by far the most
dangerous T It is not the cold tUtelf
that you need to fear, but the serious
diseases that It often leads to. Most
of these, are known as germ diseases,
Pneumonia
and consumption are
among them. Why not take Cham- iiB Aq eras io.n imo xioa oiiua otoa
berlaln's Cough Remedy and cure your
druggists.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Served from bar

at the Opera bar.
rels on the bar.

Best draught beer In the city, at
the Lobby, of course.

UHHY

TRAIL
i

LEGISLATURE APPROPRIATES $3,000 FOR SETTING

St. Louie, March 23. The general
appropriation bill, as passed by the
last Missouri general assembly carries an appropriation of $3,000 to
mark he Santa Fe trail.
This historic roadway has been
marked by the states of Kansas, Colorado and New Mexico, through which
the road passes to Its western terminus at Santa Fe. Only in Missouri
is tlie old trail not yet marked. Two
years ago, upon the request of the
Daughters of the American Revolution, the general assembly passed a
special 'act appropriating $3,000 for
marking the trail, but because of lack
of funds in the state treasury the
appropriation did not become available.

The trail started from Old FrankIts remarking will serve to
lin, Mo.
Clipct attention to the glories of this
abandoned town.
If the first marker of the Santa Fe
trail Is placed where the centre of
the old town, the metropolis of the
I toon's
Lick country, stood it will be
somewhere near the first pier of the
Missouri, Kansas and Texas railway
bridge across the Missouri river from
Howard county to Boonvllle, in Cooper county. A group of apple trees
may be found on tho hill overlooking
tho bridge. Where these trees are
waa Fort Hempstead, originally called
Fort McLain. It was in this fort that"
earl settlers of Old Franklin fled for
rt'fuge from the Indians. As the Santa Fe tralf began at the gateway to
the fort .the first marker will be near
the Hcrnuon house or the Hickman'
house, both of which date back
of a century. Near the Hickman house stands an old log structure, said to have been originally a
doctor's office at Fort Hempstead.
The group of apple trees are descendants of the first apple trees in the
Boon's L'ck country. Tradition has
it that apples from Kentucky were
eaten In the old fort and that the
apple seeds thrown out of the stock
ade sprang up into seedling trees.
Only one house of Old Franklin remains. Tho beginning of the Santa
Fe trail was at a town which, except
for this one building, la under the
This
waters of the Missouri river.
bouse was a echoolhouse, or, to quote
the name given by the charter undor
the provisions of which it was erected, "Franklin Academy."
y
brick house, in exIt Is a
The
cellent state of preservation.
1820
in
incorporatgeneral assembly
ed 6 school at Franklin, with Gcnoral
Thomas A. Smith, Dr. Nathaniel Hutchison, John J. Lowery, George Tomp-kine- ,
James C. Ludlow, Taylor Berry,
and Jonathan S. Findlay as trustees.
They bu"t Franklin Academy in 1821.
Afterward the building was used by
The
Broaddus Smith as a hotel.
Wilof
residence
now
the
is
building
liam Buschmeyer.
The starting point of the Santa Fe
trail was also the b'rthplace of the
first American newspaper west of St.
Loute. This waa the Missouri Intelligencer, which began lta publication
April, 1819. Its editors and publishers
were Nathaniel Patten and Benjamin
Holliday. The first issue was four
two-"tor-

to Juan

OmitHmlPaM In

60-ce-

pages, each 18 by 24 inches in size,
and was printed on a Ramage press,
a wooden contrivance with cast Iron
bed. This press is now owned
by
the Mercantile Library of St. Louis.
It was presented to the Mercantile
Library in 1859 by Colonel William
Patten
F. Ewltzler, of Columbia.
retired from the editorship of the Intelligencer June 10, 1820, and on Ju'y
23, 1821, Holliday retired, being succeeded by John Payne. Both Patten
and Holliday afterward returned to
the Intelligencer,' which was published in Franklin until June IS, 182(5,
when it was moved to Fayette and
from there to Columbia.
EVERY MONTH NEAR DEATH

Foster, Ark. Mrs. Fannie ElllB, of
Foster, says: "1 was sick for seven
vears. and half the time could not
stand on my feet. Every month, I
was very near death. I tried Cardul,
and In two months, I was cured, and
am now stout and healthy. My
friends all ask me now what cured
me. My looks are a testimonial to
Cardul." No matter bow serious or
the trouble, Cardul will
Is a mild, vegetable,
It
you.
help
tonlo remedy, especially adapted to
relieve and cure the common womanIt reliovos womanly
ly ailments.
pains and restores womanly strength.
Try Cardul.
long-standin-g

"I suppose you are going to say
exactly what you think In tho next
congress?"
"Yes," replied the cautious statesman; "but I'm going to go slow about
making up my mind as to exactly
what I think." Washington Star.

GENERAL OVER
NEW MEXICO
MOISTURE

COMES AT OPPORTUNE
DO MUCH
GOOD

TIME AND WILL

Yesterday's rain, after an intermix
sion of several hours during the evening, developed last night into a
snow storm. This continued during
the greater part of the morning, increasing in strength toward
the afternoon snow fell rapidas it struck the
melted
but
ly,
According to the Normal
ground.
gauge the amount of snow that fell
last night was 1.08 inches. This measurement was taken early this morning. The total amount of snow that
had fallen at 3 o'clock this afternoon was over two inches. This is
equivalent to a rain of
of an inch.
The snow was general all over
northern and eastern New Mexico.
Mora county yesterday got a good
rain and today snow is reported as
falling there rapidly. A heavy snow
fell yesterday at Roclada and today
the storm is reported as continuing.
Rain Is reported in the southern part
of the territory and it is said the
storm reaches into Arizona.
The Enow and rain will be of imvalue to the farmers and
mense
ranchers. The grass, which has already begun to grow green as the result of the storms of last month, will
be given a fresh start. Nearly all or
the farmers have completed plowing
into the soil the moisture from the
snows of last month and today's snow
will furnish a fresh supply. 'This
means that the soil will be in the best
of condition when p'antlng and sowing time arrives.
noon-Durin-

TRIANGULAR

COLLEGE.

DEBATE

Lawrence, Kan., Maroh 23. Arrangements have been completed for
the triangular debate tomorrow
among debat'nsr teams representing
the University of Ok ahoma, tne university of Colorado and the University of Kansas. Each university will
have two teame, one to debate at
The
Ihome and the other abroad.
question to be debated is : "Resolved,
That the short ballot should be used
In all municipal, county and state
'
elections."

;:

Policeman (to clubman returning
home late) Here, you can't open the
door with that; it's your cigar.
I
Clubman dreat, ScottI Thou
have smoked my latchkey 1Rlre,
,

Deafness Cannot

Be Cured

as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There Is only one way to cure deafness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucous lin
When
ing of the Eustachian Tube,
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect bearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness
is the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
oases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which Is nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars free.
V. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggist, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
by local applications,

O
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J. M.

CUNNINOHAM,

PraMcnt,

FRANK SPRINOBR,
D, T. HOSKINS, Cashier,

VlcPrW.nt,

tueplum

$80,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

0

J-

g

-

A Good Round Sum

-

In the bank gives a man about the most comfortable feeling: he can enjoy. There are many fsuch
depositors in

The Las Vegas Savings Dank
And very few commenced with a big amount. They

started with what they had and the constant additions and the interest together have put them in
possession of a tidy sum. Wouldn't it be wise for
you to do likewise?

.

1

er

J
0

g

John W. Slckelsmitb, Greensboro,
three children, and like most
children they frequently take cold.
"We have tried several kinds of cough
medicine." he says, "but have never
found any yet that did them as much
good as Chamberlain's Cough Rempation.
edy." For sale by all druggists.
Pa., has

Cas Utgas

0

A white laundry soap free

N. Maes, OoL 10,

o

Nothing will remain undigested or
sour on your stomach if you will take
a llttta Diapepsln occasionally. This
powerful digestive and antiacld, though
as harmless and pleasant as candy,
will digest and prepare for assimilation into the blood all the food yon
can eat
,
Eat what your stomach craves,
without, the slighest fear of Indigestion or that you will be bothered with
sour rleings, belching, gas on stomach, heartburn, fteadact es from stomach, nauseau, bad breath, water brash
or a feeling like you had swallowed a
lump of lead, or other disagreeable
miseries. Sould you be suffering now
from any stomach dlorder you can
get rlelf within five minutes.
If you will get from your pharmacase of Pape's Diapepcist a
sln you could always go to the table
with a hearty apetite, and your meats
would taste good because you would
know there would be no Indigestion
or sleepless nights or headache or
stomach misery all the next day; and,
besides, you would not need laxatives
or liver pills to keep your stomach
and bowels clean and fresh.
Pape's Diapepsion can be obtained
from your druggist, and contains more
than sufficient to thoroughly cure the
worst case of indigestion or dyspep
sia. There is nothing better for gas
on the stomach or to cure a stomach
headache.
You couldn't keep a handler or mora
useful article in the house.

SNOW AND RAIN

i San MiguelNational Bank
9100,000.00

P7i
III

00

acres.

160

i

STATE

0

acres.
from rosin, which saves your
U. S. A., to Ellseo Maestas, Jan. 2, clothes and doubles
their life.
1908 159.62 acres.
Rosin hardens and breaks the
TJ. S. A., to M Cordova, April 14,
threads of fabrics, particu1906, 160 acres in San Miguel county.
3,
D.
A.
Torres, Sept.
U. S. A., to
larly woolens, and in time injures them. Sunnv MonHav
1907, 160 acres.
U. S, A. to Miguel Valdez, May 24, washes woolens and flannels
1909, 160 acres.
without the least danp-e- r nf
U. S. A., to M. D. A. Maes, May 8,
shrinking, and colored goods
1901, 160 acres.
U. S. A to R. Baca, June 17, 1906, witnout tading.
Sunnv MrmHav alan nwtiim
. .....
160 acres in sec. 11, twp. 17 R. 22.
p.
.i i
j
dirt-startvelous
Deeds
which saves half
Claim
Quit
O. liAwiuerhall et ux., to A.' Ben- the rubbing.
der, Dec. 12, 1910, 80 acres in Las THE N. K.
FAIRBANK COMPANY
Consideratlon'TL
Vegas gran
CHICAGO
1910,

OLD SANTA FE

& m o & en & &

ENDS INDIGESTION
IN A FEW MINUTES

three-quarte-

The way Little Folks
Enjoy

TOMARK
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' ADVERTISEMENT
For bids for the construction of KLOCK SEEKS TO
bridges over the Rio Pecos, Rio Galiinas and the Arroyo Pecos.
IN COMPETITION FOR THE OPTIC CUP;
OUST JUDGE MANN
Scaled bids for the construction of
steel bridges over the Rio Pecos,
.
the Rio Galiinas and the Arroyo Pecos
all material and labor to be. furnished ASKS COURT TO REMOVE INCUM-BEN- An Autumn View From a Mountain larger mountains which show their
d
FROM DISTRICT AT.
by the successful bidder, will be repeaks 'n the blue dis
Top
small
intervals
ceived at the office of the Probate
tance.
various
At
TORNEY'S OFFICE
On top of this particular mountain,
Recorder of the
Clerk and
settlements may be seen among the
there is a small log cabin, long 'since rich fields.
County Qf San Miguel, New Mexico,
These, with their curling
Albuquerque, N. M., March 23.
deserted, which Is surrounded by a blue smoke, appear to be in a differsaid
D.
1911,
the
to
A.
up
April 17th,
attorhis
S.
George
K'yk, through
evergreens. The ent and more homelike world than
bridges to be of the following dimen- neys, Stabb and Burkhart, yesterday clump of fox-fi- r
from which
sion and located as follows,
a few hundred the rugged mountain-tothe
for
of
hill,
slope
Ira
before
a
motion
afternoon, filed
viewed.
Rio Pecos Bridge: About 120 feet
are
then It becomes they
A. Abbott, judge of the district court, yards is gentle;
Westward lies the crowning beauty
in length, not less than 16 feet in for an ouster
Judge Edward steeper and divides into long wooded
against
of
the whole scene. There rises the
width, and located at or about the A.
as
Mann
Mr.
remove
to
in cliffs at
Mann,
ridges, which
site of the present bridge where the district attorney of Bernalillo coun- the bottom of the narrow canon.
mighty main Range of the Rockies.
main public road crosses the Rio PeThis presents many different classes
was
appointed by
The view obtained varies widely,
ty, to which he
cos at the settlement of San Jose.
of
beauty. The northern portion is
from rolling plains to the most rugged
Governor William J. Mills.
Rio Galiinas Bridge: About 140
very
rocky and rugged, but changes
for Judge of mountains. To the east lies the
N. B. Field, attorney
until it merges into a large
feet in length, not less than 16 feet
court
gradually
district
the
to
first phase of the view, which consist
Mann, objected
which has the appearance
mesa
in width and located at the point
on of low foot-hill- s
and rolling expanses open
taking jurisdiction in the matter
miniature
where the Hot Springs Boulevard
of
a
plain about a mile In
of
the
mandate
of plain.
the grounds that the
stretches of green
crosses the Rio Gall'nas.
territorial supreme court, declaring
These present the indescribable length. Long
Arroyo Pecos Bridge: About 120 that Mr. Klock was still entitled to appearance of becoming higher, and timber follow this for quite a distance
from ' an occasional .barren
feet in length, not less than 16 feet in the
office, had not; yet reached this higher as distance hides them from varying
to
width and located at the point where
rise
deep, wooded hollows, more
court and that until such time as It view. The plain Is dotted with a
than other parts of
timbered
the main public road from EastLas was received by the district court, number of little
heavily
lakes, which shine
Arcrosses
the
Alamos
Los
mountain.
Vegas to
that court could not consider the case. like gold, when viewed from a bank the
royo Pecos.
glades
All thru this are grassy
matter was argued and it Is of mountain fog while the plains are
The
Descriptions of the said three understood that It will be taken un- bathed in sunlight.
covered with dead timber, which
sombre
bridges are fully set out In the plans der advslmenet by Judge Abbott.
South of east rises the huge head relieve the monotony of the
is
and specifications and instructions to
One
these
of
glades
of Hermit's peak with its magnificent evergreens.
s
and
rest
bidders on file in the office of the
the
than
TEDDY
somewhat,
larger
ENTERTAIN
beautiful
TO
cliffs
and numberless,
Recorder
Probate Clerk and
March 23. The gorges. Then farther south and west the burnt timber Is much thicker. The
Ran Francisco,
VeLas
of the county of San Miguel, at
Commonwealth Club of this city is long ridges are seen, which in some tall naked trunks of trees which,
gas, New Mexico, where they may be
since dead, have stood
for a
making elaborate arrangements
places are brightly colored with the although long
examined by bidders.
continue to stand,
still
and
dinner and reception next Monday frost-tintefoliage of the aspen for ages,
The said three bridges are to be
which have
trunks
the
with
Roose
Theodore
In honor of
thickets, while elsewhere the bright
All evening
viewed from a
when
completed by August lath, 1911.
look,
fallen
deliver
will
the
contrasted
by
tints are deeply
velt. The
matches
bids are to be for the buiiuing of the
n informal address at the function. sombre
darkness of the forbidden distance, look like numberless
acto
are
and
be
three said bridges
in
child
play.
some
scattered
Fair
the
by
at
forest. Here and there these long
which will take place
companied by. a bond in the amount mont Hotel.
Farther south the Range is less
ridges rise into abrupt rocky points
of Two Vhousand ($2000.00) Dollars,
and one may see glades of
barren
which are brought into sharp relief
with two or more sufficient sureties
luxuriant
grass, surrounded by thick
of
against the dull colored slopes
thereto, for the faithfui performance
groves of aspens which extend a far
ridges beyond.
HELD ON
of the requirements of the bid, said CONSTABLE
as a huge, grassy, but treeless rise,
little
To the north numbers of
sureties to ,be residents of the County
of
known as Elk Mountain; and this
fields
with
colored
valleys, richly
of San Mlgue', Territory of New MexCHARGE
MURDER
A
hides the remaining beauties of the
golden grain and waving redtops,
ico.
the
toward
Range from view.
extend for miles and miles
By order of the Board of County Com
missioners of the County of San JOSE C. MONTOYA, RELEASED BY
PRINCESS TO VISIT ENGLAND
TOURISTS HEADED THIS WAY
RATON JUSTICE,
Miguel.
March 23. In response
London,
automo
"30"
Wolverine
A
Warren
Attest: LORENZO DELGADO,
a
special Invitation fromi King
bile on an overland journey from jto
Clerk.
(Seal)
and queen fliary, rnunw
An
Los
to
George
coast to coast, New York
Raton, N. M., March 23 Consta
Ixulse of Prussia will acVictoria
will
pass
San
and
Francisco,
ble Jose C. Montoya, who was re- geles
William and the
NOTICE OF SERVICE BY PUBLICA- leased on an order from the justice through Las Vegas in a few days, ac company Emperor
their visit to
on
toGerman
Empress
here
received
to advices
TION
court, freeing him from guilt on the cording
the dediattend
to
in
London
May
Denver
in
arrived
yes
car
The
day.
Territory of New Mexico,
charge of having killed Jacobo Casa
memorVictoria
the
cation
of
of
Queen
after covering a distance
. County of San Miguel.
dos last Saturday evening, was re terday,
of the
Visit
first
will
ial.
be
the
It
is
by
car
The
piloted
In the District Court. arrested on a bench warrant and re- - 4,060 miles.
to
of
Princess
the
England.
representative
Joseph II. Vaughn,
Incarcerated in the county jail pend Harry Nelly,
automobile concern, and Jack
Plaintiff,
lng a preliminary hearing.
The trip began
the driver.
vs.
at Detroit, from there going to New
Mollie E. Vaughn,
Children Who Are Sickly
No. 6984
Defendant.
Mothers who value their own com- York, thence to Chicago, thence on
You, Mollie E. Vaughn, the defend- fort and the welfare of their children, to Denver through Des Moines, OmaW can promise you a clear, clean
ant in the above entitled cause of ac- should never be without a box of ha and Kansas City. The party will skin and a beautiful complexion if
tion, are hereby notified that an ac- Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for remain in Denver, for a few days and you use ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP ac
tion for divorce has been commenced Children, for use throughout the sea- continue Its westward journey over cording to directions.
ZEMO is a skin beautifier and a
against you in the District Court of son. They break up' colds, relieve the route that will bring it through
the County of San Miguel and Terri- feverishness, constipation, teething Las Vegas and over the Santa Fe scientific preparation for the treat
ment of eczema, pimplest dandruff
tory of New Mexico, by the above disorders, headache and stomach trou- trail to the capital.
named plaintiff on the ground of aban- bles. Used by mothers for 22 years.
and all diseases of the skin and scalp.
NEVER FAIL.
donment; that unless you enter or THESE POWDERS
The most common cause of insom ZEMO SOAP Is the nicest, best lathcause to be entered your appearance Sold toy all drug stores, 2oc. Don't nia are disorders of the stomach. Cham ering antiseptic soap you ever used
in this cause before the 22nd day of accept any subtitute. Sample mailed berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets for toilet or bath.
these disorders and enable
Sold by druggists everywhere and
April, A. D. 1911, judgment will be FREE. Address, Allen S Olmsted, corrpct
you .ro sleep. For sale by air drug
Y.
N.
taken against you by default.
in East Las Vegas by O. G. Schaefer.
Le Roy,
RiSt8.
Plaintiff's attorney is Charles W. G.
Ward, whose office and postoffice address is Las Vegas, New Mexico.
.
JOHN JOERNS,
Clerk of the District Court.
'

LOBBY

THE

CAFE

AND

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

T

enow-cappe-

I

COLUMN

to-wi-t:

Optic't Number, Main

2.

F6R CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Flvs cents per line each Insertion
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Ne ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charted will
he booked at space actually set, with
out regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred.' Phone Main 2.
ATES

Male and Female
Help Wanted

'

Mrs.
WANTED First class cook.
John Shank, 513 East Douglas.

WANTED At once, man and wife to
take care of ranch. Inquire W.,
Optic.

Wanted
WANTED 3 or 4 furnished rooms,
must be strioily modern in desirable
location by bachelor gentleman. Address "P," Optic.

For Sale
FOR SALE Buff Leghorn eggs. Blut
ribbon stock. Inquire Mrs. E. Mar- cotte.
lw
FOR SALE S. C. black Minorcha
eggs, $1.00 per setting. J. F. Sack-ma-

New upright piano, price
right. Inquire Wm. Shillinglaw, I
& A. Corporation.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
baby chicks 114.00 per 100. Money
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2,
Legal blanks of all
sert ptiona. Notary seals and
ords at The Optlo office.

FOR SALE

derec-

For Rent
FOR RENT Two room
furnished
house. 921 Lincoln Avenue.

Nice, large steam heated
Railrooms. No invalids. 401
road avenue.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT Modern furnished
511 Ninth street.

flat.

LOCAL TIME CAKD
WEST BOUND
Arrive
No.

1:60 P. M
6:15 A. M
5:15 P. M
6:35 P. M

1

No. 3

No.

7

No. 9

Depart
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
3

7

.4
...

9

2:10
6:20
6:40
7:00

P. M.
A. M.

9:10
11:10
1:15
1:45

P. M
P. M.

P.
P.

M.

M.

EAST BOUND
Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No

2
4
8

10

A. M
P. M.

Depart
No.
No.
No.
No.
A

2

9:15
11:20
1:25
2:10

.

4
8

Id
Special Medicine

menta

p

P. M.
P. M.
A. M.
P. M.

for Kidney Ail

Many, elderly people have found in

Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick re
lief and permanent benefit from kid'
ney and bladder ailments and from an
noying urinary Irregularities due to
advancing Tears. Isaac N. Regan,
Farmer, Mo., ears: "Foley's Kidney
Remedy effected a complete cure in
my case and I want others to know
of It" O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
cough remedy I ever used as It quickly stoped a severe cough that had
long troubled me," says J. W. Kuhn,
Princeton, Neb. Just as quickly and
urely It acta in all cases of coughs,
colds, la grippe and Inn? trouble. Re
fuee substitutes. O. G Schaefer and
Ked Cross Drug Co.

SOCIETY

CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4 A.
Regular cooimu

LADIES:

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of Gregorio Garcia y Sandoval, de
ceased.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk, County
ot San Miguel, N. M.
To All Whom It May Concern, Greeting:
You are hereby notified that the
24th day of May, A. D. 1911, has been
fixed by the Honorable Probate Court,
In and for the County and Territory
aforesaid, as the day to prove the last
will and testament 'of said Gregorio
Garcia y Sandoval, deceased.
In Testimony Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the
seal of the Probate Court this 20th
day of March, A. D. 1911.
Hunker and Hunker, attorneys.
LORENZO DELGADO.
(Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court.

ASSESSMENT

NOTICE

Notice is hereby givet to all tax
payers In Precinct Number 29 of the
County of( San Miguel? that I will be
in my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, between the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m.
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
receive returns of all taxable proper
ty. Those failing to do so within the
specified t'me will be assessed by me
according to Section 4035 of the compiled laws of 1897. and a penalty of
25 per cent Mil be Imposed on those
who fail to make returns,
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
apr 30

M eeU first and third Tuesday
evenings each month, at Fraternal
brotherhood ball. Visiting Brothers
are cordially Invited. B. F. McGulre,
President; E. C. Ward. Secretary.

F. O. E.

first and
third Thursday n
each month. Visiting brothers cor FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO.
dially invited. William H. Stapp, W.
102 Meets every Monday night at
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
their ball in the Schmidt building,
vest of Fountain Square, a! eight
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2.
o'clock.
Visiting members are corKNIGHT8 TEMPLAR--- 0
XgA
Fred Philips, presl-denwelcome.
dially
Regular conclTi second
Carrie
Schrock, Secretary; C.
Tuesdi in each month at
Treasurer.
Bally,
Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. iu. CD.
S. C; Charle ' Tamme,
Bwcaer,
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
Kecorder.
'
I. O. B. B. Meets every first TuesLAS VIGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL
day of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
ARCH MASONS Regular cosvoca- tion first Monday in each
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
month at Masonic Temple,
inivted. Isaac
Appel,
cordially
Secat 7:30 p. m. J. A.
Chas. Greenclay,
President;
H. P.; Chas. H.
retary.
Sporleder, Secretary.
t;

Rut-ledg- e,

or!

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E.
S. Meets second and fourth Thursdays "in Masonic Temple. Mrs. Ag-

nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; Thomas B. Bo wen, Worthy Patron;
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
LODGE
NO.
1,
DORADO
EL
OF
KNIGHTS
PYTHIAS Meets

ILJI

every Monday evening In Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
rnriUnllv

invitd

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second an4 fourth
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer

building. Vlsitiag members are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K.;
E. P. MackeL F. S.

1.

O. O.

F,

LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.

1

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting Brethren cordially invited to attend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T,
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

Charle E. Lieb-13779 MOD
schnier, Chancellor LAS VEGAS CAMP NO.
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Commander; Harry
Meets the second and fourth TuesMartin, Keeper of
days of each month in the W. O. W.
Records and Seal.
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerable
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. VisBALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
iting neighbors are cordially InUNION OF AMERICA Meets first
vited.
and third Wednesdays of each
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
DENTISTS.
hail. A. E. Hayward, F. JVi.; W. A.
Glvens,
Secretary. Visiting memF. R. LORD
bers cordially Invited.
DENTIST
Office Pioneer Buildine
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
Rooms 3 and 4
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Office Pnnne Main 57
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Residence Phone 418
Brothers are cordially invited. J. K.
D.
ConW.
Exalted
Ruler;
Martin,
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
don, Secretary.
DENTI8T
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth Suit
4. Crockett ., Building. , Hu
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
phones at office and rea!nnc
Thursday of each month, eighth
ATTORNEYS
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting broth
ers always welcome to the wigwam. Geo. H. Hunker
Chester
Husk'
W. O. Wood, sachem; David Flint,
HUNKER & HUNKER
chief of records and collector of
Attorneys at Law
New Mexico
La Vegas,
wampum.
.

Warning to Railroad Men
Lookout for severe and even dan
gerous kidney and bladder trouble re
sulting from years of railroading.
Geo. E. Bell, 639 Third St, Fort
Wayne, Ind., was many years a conductor on the Nickel Plate. He says:
"Twenty years of railroading left my
kidneys in terrible condition. There
was a continual pain across my back
and hips and my kidneys gave me
much distress, and the action of my
bladder was frequent and most pain
ful. I got a supply of Foley Kidney
Pills and the first bottle made a won
derful improvement and four bottles
cured me completely. Since being
cured I have recommended Foley Kid
ney Pills to many of my railroad
friends." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Brown & Morrison, Lucia, N. M.
t:
One dark bay mare
15
hands high, left hind foot white.
Branded
B
On left shoulder
Branded
B
On left hip
Branded
anip m .
On left hip
Said, animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner en tor
before April 4, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this
said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N, M.
First pub. Mar. 11, last pub. Mar. 23, '1 1
'

To-wi-
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fWFEVER

m
Cream Balm
Elys
Sure to Cive Satisfaction.

CIVES RELIEF AT ONCE.
soothes, heals and protects the
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh
and drives away a Cold iu the Head
Restores the Senses of Taste aadquickly.
Smell.
Easy to use. Contains no injurious drugs
Applied into the nostrils and absorbed.
Lar'je Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by
mail. Liquid Cream Bulla for use in
atomizers, 79 cents.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St.. New
York,

It cleanses,

i.

IjJLJ CHICHESTER S PILLS

--

ill

.ttdgMtt.
SCENE

A dramatie

FROM "THE REDEMPTION

event of exceptional
interest and importance is assured
in the coming of Olga Nethersole at
the Duncan opera house on March
i
29, In a new play called "The Redemption of Evelyn Vaudray."
Miss Nethersole holds a unique position in literature as well as in the
drama, for aside from occupying the
foremost, position upon the English
speaking stage, her literary achievements are rated among the best in
A Mother's Safeguard
chilthe
for
and
Tar
advancing sociological and psycholoFoley's Honey
dren. Is best and safest for all gical reform, as well as 'n supporting
coughe, colds, croup, whooping-cougthe
movement.
O. Q.
No opiates.
and bronchitis.
Last
in
New
York
May
City before
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
h

M

W YcVvi

d

Mor-hard- t,

DIRECTORY

ANIi BUSINESS

OF EVELYN VAUDRAY."

one of the largest gatherings of the
sociological society she delivered an
address on "Life is our right and
labor our privilege" In which she disand effectively
closed, elaborately
reasonable and pertinent solutions
to such great problems as tenement
house reform sweat shop redemption
the relative attitude of capital to
labor, and an eloquent appeal for a
uniformity . in the divorce laws.
Miss Nethersole has been for years,
probably the most misunderstood woman before the public, attributed solely to the fact that her efforts to disclose life as it Is rather than as it

might be revealed a realism in dramatic! art that staggered the prosaic and
positive deliberation that Is characteristic of her as a woman as well as
an artist, she has converted many of
her severest critics, who now claim
her the greatest English speaking actress before the public.
Her coming here is heralded with
pleasure as It is assurance of a histrionic treat worthy the consideration
of all those who admire a wonderful
performance by a wonderful woman.
The guarantee of $500, required of
the opera house management has
about be n raised. The advance sale
of tickets has been heavy.

A

4,hl.cfae-ter'- s

1111. In Kfd i"id bold irMalllc

no outer. Bur
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15 if '
"
y SOLD BY DRUGGISTS
"
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Always

Rtll.bl.

EVERYWHERE

WILLIAMvfON

HAFFNDRCD

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de- ENORAVERS-rRlNTFJ- M
scribed estray animal was taken up by
De Coppie Bros. Albuquerque, N. M.
t.
One sorrel pony colt about
two years old.
Branded
TOO
I"
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to thh
Board, unless claimed by owner on nr
before April 4. '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance nfth;
vertisement, said estray will be bo1.1
by this Board for the benefit of thr
When vou havA r
owner when found.
root or Instep
apply Chamberlain's
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD
Liniment and vnn win
Z :
Albuqiierctnp. N V
iu, rrfL-re
lief. It OOSta
a
tint
First pub. Mar. 11, last pub. Mar. 23, ll Suffer?
For sale by all drng-ristTo-wi-
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Precinct No. 16, Louis Montoya, jus
Francisco
Sals, Fernando
Patricio
Precinct No. 4, Tecolote Floren Salas,
ot the peace; Max - Archuleta,
tice
of
house
Ecipio
tino Trujillo, Pablo Gonzales, Juan Baca. Place of poll.,
concepcion
constable.
messenger, $1.90.
Martinez. House of Florentino Tru Salas.
Precinct No. 21, Romulo Chavez,
Precinct No. 31,
40, , Bernal Ceci'lo
Precinct No.
Lorenzo -- jillo.
Isabel Leyba,
i stice of the peace;
messenger, $o.tu.
Apolonlw
Claudio
Ortega
Jaramillo,
Douaciauo
Precinct No- 5, Las Vegas North
,
Precinct No.
c.nstable.
of
Ce
Isidro Archuleta,- Bonifacio Montoya, Marquez. Place of poll., house
Lopez.
CO messenger, $7.45.
Precinct No. 23, Manuel Taftya,
ot
Place
Torres. Place of poll, house clMo Jaramillo.
19,
No.
McKlnley
Alejando
Precinct
of the peace; Guadalupe Blea,
Precinct No. 23, Jaan Segura, me
An
Justice
Canon
No.
Precinct
Largo
41,
Lucero.
of Isidro Archuleta.
house of Hlginlo
election,
constable$5.00.
Leandru
B.
Juan
tonio
Gonzales,
Coca,
(Continued From Yesterday.)
Precinct No. 27, Jesus Sanchez, singer,
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas Central
Precinct No. 20, San Juan Place
No. 24, Sotero Lucero, jus
No. 36, Encarnaclon LuPrecinct
Precinct
Anof
of
house
Place
Martinez.
poll.,
Mar
house rent, $2.00Cleofes Arimjo, Pedro Patron,
Precinct No. 48,
of election, house of Florenclo
Unego,
ballot box, $2.50.
the
rental
of
cero,
tice
peace; Miguel Qulntana,
CocaPrecinct No- 28, Simon Garcia y
tin Delgado. Place or poll., house tonio
judge of election, $2.imj.
Precinct No. 28, Francisco Serna,
Gu- - constable.'
Romeroville
No.
Precinct
42,
of Cleofes Armijo. .
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorada
Precinct No. 48, vaan B. Sanchez, Montoya, house rent, $2.00.
ret. b. boxe, $7.50.
Precinct No. 27, Alejandro Gomez,
Precinct No. 31, Cresenlo Martinez,
house of NatavldaJ
Precinct No. 7, San Antonio Ber meclndo Ortiz y Ortiz, Manuel Se
of
election,
Place
Lucero,
judge of election, 12. uO.
Placldo
No.
19,
Precinct
of the peace; Reyes Jaramillo,
Justice
of
Place
D.
Madrid.
Juan
poll.,
nardo Martinez, Dlonlclo Sandoval, gura,
Precinct No. 50, Pedro
Leyba.
Ulibarn, house rent, $2.00ret. b. box, $3.00.
constable.
of
Ortiz.
Ortiz
Gumeclndo
house
y
of
Ulibarre
of
Precinct
Place
No.
Candelario
Sablnoso
Place
32,
Celestino
22,
Gonzales.
No.
poll,
Precinct
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No: 22, Alejandro Rodarte,
Precinct No. 29, D. R. Murray, jus
Precinct No. 43, San Agustin Ser
house rent, $2.00house of Bernardo Martinez.
election, house of Antonio LeBlanc."
Precinct No. 60, Matlaa
b. box, $7.00.
Aragon,
ret.
of the peace; O. L. Gregory,
tice
Cornelio
Luis
Manuel
Baroe,
sPlace
of
Tapia,
apio
Precinct
Jose
No.
33,
Las
Maes,
San
23,
8,
No.
No.
Precinct
VegaUpper
Precinct
No. 48, Cleofes Romero,
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct
constable.
of
of
house
Sals.
Place
Serapio
poll.,
Pablo Zamora, Jose Gallegos, Sanjil
election, house of Juan Segura.
Precinct No. 50, Florenclo Llcoa, house rent, $2.00ret. b- - box, $0.00.
Precinct No. 30, Francisco Quln
Precinct No. 35, Octaviano Salas,
No. 24, La Liendre Place Ruiz. Place of poll., house of Pablo Barosi.
Precinct
ret.
of
Benavidez,
No.
49, Juan
election, $2.00.
Precinct
judge
Mi
Justice of the peace; Domingo
tana,
Frios
No.
Precinct
44, Ojitos
Zamora.
,
of election, house of Lorenzo
Precinct No. 51, Vlctoriano Padilla, house rent, $2.00b. hox, 70 cents.
constable.
LuNestor
Trujillo,
Montano,
Felipa
No. 36, Encarnaclon
Ortiz,
Rlb
"Preeinct
guel
Pedro
Precinct No. 9, Pecos
No. 33, Manuel Maes, ret.
Precinct
judge of election, $2.00.
No. 31, Nestor
Precinct
Griego,
of
of
house
Place
poll.,
Precinct No. 25, Pena Blanca Place era, Martin Barela, Tiburclo Roibal. Gonzales.
Precinct No. 51, Pablo Fresquez. cero, house rent, $2.00.Luis Montano, b. box, 60 cents.
Albino Sando
of
the
peace;
justice
Ortiz.
Miguel
Precinct No. 38,
of
Rlbera.
Cruz Duran.
Place of poll., house of Pedro
Ortiz, of election, house
Precinct No. 21, Clriaco
judge of election, $2.00.
Precinct No. 45, El Aguila Fidencio val, constable.
house rent, $2.00- Precinct No. 10, Chaperito Floren
Precinct No. 26, Los Alamos Place
Precinct No 52, Andrea
Bowles,
b.
$4.50.
ret,
box,
Precinct No. 34, Tomas Gonzales,
of
Precinct No. 40, Gregorio Zamora,
Jose N. Gallegos. clo Arrelanes, Eduardo Duran, Sostett- Lucero, Juan J. Gallegos, Pedro RlPrecinct No. 11, Simon Gonzales, of election, house
judge of election, $2.00.
of the peace; Nicolas Enclnlaa
Justice
house rent, $2.00.
Precinct No. 27, San Pablo Place es Delgado. P'ace of poll., house of bera- Place of poll., bouse of Fiden
ret. b. box, $1.50.
Precinct No. 53, Manuel Romero,
constable.
cio
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Precinct No. 54, Elmer McElroy,
Precinct No-- 1. San Miguel, Anas Luis Silva. Place
nv. v, .TnRa Len
A. Sena.
Pablo
of
of
hbuse
election
County Commissioners f San Mi
jrecmot
constablemileage, $1.80.
Emillo Eseaulel Sanchez.
Hi All OA rent. $2.00.
1
David
Urloste,
of
Place
tacio
Ulibarrl,
Rociada
Precinct No. 13,
Precinct No. 12, Juan Barela, jus guel County, N. M., this 23rd, day of
Ai
Precinct No. 34, Teodocio Valencia,
ConceDClon
xPrecinct No. 37. B" Cerrito Epita
of Anastacio Uii-Maesvt- t- - it
House
Gonzales.
Jose
con January, 1911.
Juan
of
house
precinct
election,
mUoflfe. $4.50.
cio Qulntana, Jesus Maria Duran, J tice of the peace; Juan Enclnaa,
i
hnnue rent, $2.00.
barri.
ROMAN GALLEGOS, Chairman.
Sr.
Salas,
Octaviano
tas,
house
35,
stable.
No.
Place
poll.,
Precinct
Precinct No. 2, Ramon Madrid, Eu Do la C. Aragon.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Precinct No. 18, Macario Montano,
14, Sapello Place of
No.
Attest:
J.
Maestas,
Precinct
Juan
Precinct No. 13,
mileage, $1.80.
Mon- tlmio Gallegos, Dlonlclo Flores. House of Enitaclo Qulntana.
now ordered that the Board
rent,
Is
Olegarlo
Gar
It
Rafael
Varela,
Pablo
houseo
the
Luis
election,
51.
peace;
of
Justice
Torres
No.
Los
Sr.,
Precinct No. 38,
precinct
21. Clriaco Ortiz,
Madrid.
Ramon
No.
of
now
do
adjourn subject to the call
toya.
s Montano. Jr.. Juan Pedro Montano cia, constable.
house rent, $2.00.
Precinct No. 3. Las Vegas South
MonNo. 15, Las ManueHtas
chairman.
of
the
jusPrecinct
Carlos
Gauna,
No.
house
Jose
42.
14,
Ignacio
Precinct
No.
Precinct
Esqulbel Julian Lucero- Place of .poll.,
Place of election, house of Rumaldo Juan B. Maes, Francisco
Signed: ROMAN GALLEGOS,
tice of the peace; Olegarlo Montoya
B of Luis S. Montano.
' Chairman.
toya, messenger, $10.45.
Juan
of
House
Lucero.
Manuel
y
Garcia
PereaJuan
30.
constable.
Precinct No.
Precinct No., 39, Tecolotito Ecipio
I Maes.
Union
No.
16,
Precinct
Gonzales, messenger. t6.20.
v
house rent, $2.00.

Precinct No.
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San
Precinct No. 17.
Place of election, house of
Albino Sandoval, Alcorta.
precinct No. 18, San
Manuel Toiayc, Place of election, house of

Anastacio Lucero,
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LOCAL NEWS

Genuine Holland Milchner
1

Herring

No long waits
shop.
r'.fi..

6 FOR 25c

5PLY

Lunch every morning at

at Long's

.Spiced Russian Sardines
PER POUND 25c

10

1

1017

cy gowns.
Main 357.

ALWAYS BUSY

0

Tllden.

PHONE MAIN 379

For the first time in its history the
Y. M. C. A. hall tonight will be the
scene of a dance. No, the directors

Telephone

and sign
Automobile, carriage
painting by a practical painter, 429
Grand avenue.

Cleaning Co.

It has been announced that John
Becker has been appointed postmaster at Belen, Valencia county.

'

'

..Oats..

Lojt

AND

FLOUR"

Las Vegas Roller Mills
131

C. MoReynoIds

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As' t Cashier
-

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Goods Called for and Delivered
Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

street, close in, only $750
and Bath; 7th
street, on 2 lots,
close in
$2,500
on lot and
half, north 5th street,
only
.$1,000
m

All

land Turkeys

FOR EASTER

clairvoyant and spirit medium is in
the city at the El Dorado hotel 514
Grand avenue, where she will give
free test life readings for the next
twp days. All are Invited.

ooooooooooo

If You Want the Best

J. H.

STEARNS.

facing Lincoln

Park

GOODSMEATS, POULTRY
GROCER.

FISH, ETC., BUY THEM OF THE
'

'

NOTHING

WE ALWAYS

HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

They Look Good
-

'They

Roses

EATABLE

Sweet Peas

Marguerites

They Taste Good
are Good

-

;

Carnations

They are ?aundered perfectly
our careful, scientific method.
by

They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen soap is used
to clean them.

'A

We dry them in a germ proof
room and finish them so the
nap is made as long and soft
as when new.

THERE ARE REASONS WHY WE DO
Our expenses are
that of any other furniture store in
We pay spot cash
Las Vegas We buy direct from manufactures
for our goods These and other reasons make our store the cheapest in Las Vegas.

C.

Store Phone Main

rv2 Are

4C2,i

.Kanch Phone 276.

01-1!-

JOHNSEN

mm 111111:1 hi m

& SON

1

1:1

m i.ak

im h urna

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO,
Phone

Ma-i- n

227,

Retail Prices:
2,000 lbs, or more,
1,000 lbs., to 2,000
200 lbs., to 1,000
50 lbs., to 200
Lesa than 50

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

each delivery, 20c per

100 lbs.

lbs., each delivery, 25c per 110 lbs.
lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 Iba.
lbs., each delivery, 50o per 100 Iba.

AG UA PURA COMPANY

SPECIAL SALE

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors at Natural Ice, the purity
lasting qualities of which' have made Las Vegas famous. Office
;
Douglas Avenue.

0

ON
Sweet

Pickled

Apricots
Crabapples

,

Also

Griffin's

Ferndell
Peaches

?c

Figs

Extras

in

Peeled Apricots
Cherries
and Plums

BOUCHER'S
It will pay you to look at them

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR

and BUILDER

Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Job Work a Specialty.

'a BuUdinJf

Phone Main

336.

Opposite Optic

aid
791

L LUMP
Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. W. CONDOM
Phono Main 2 1

Foot of Main St.

Pears

AT

x

WJtnxBdl

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

Stocks

Perry Onion & Son

Square Deal"

Why Shouldn't We Sell Cheaper

This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,
it does not shrink them nor
run the colors In the border.

P. S.

Calla Lilies

Snapdragon

Mrx

-

(The Coffee Man.)

CUT FLOWERS

v

BETTER TO BE HAD

$2,200

Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely

WE HAVE IN

i

tc

Your

.

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store

SchafTner

GREENBERGER

J.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

for houseWANTED Apartments
keeping. Two or three rooms and
kitchen. Harada, Castaneda hotel

Hrt

of

one-fift- h

SPECIAL NOTICE
Madame Chulda,
the celebrated

614 Lincoln Avenue

'

Copyright

and (Bath, 2
lots, north 11th st. $1,800

There will be services held at Tem

Ninth street, Friday night at 8 o'clock
and Sabbath school Saturday morning at 10 o'clock. All are cordially
invited to attend.

Vou undoubtedly
understand when we
say Hart, Schaffner
and riarx we mean,
The Best In Clothing.
Style, quality and
workmanship is beyond criticism. There
is nothing more to
consider but Fit. and
we person ally look to
that with an absolute

guarantee

on small lot; 7th

m,

Mr. Belden forhis White Hol ple Montefiore, Douglas avenue and

Give Your Order Early

n

Today's weather made the trigger
fingers of the local hunters itch and
many plans for hunting trips tomor
row and at the end of the week were
Ducks are said to be unmade.
usually plentiful on the lakes and
streams.

We have contracted with

Repair Work a Specialty

BAKERY

v

you a fine, fat

TURKEY

GROCERIES,

By HARRIS REAL ESTATE CO.

will give

HOME GROWN

Phone Vegas 450

SOME HOUSES
FOR SALE

o

ESTABLISHED 1876

-

have not abolished the rule against
dancing. S. E. Busser, manager of
the Santa Fe's entertainment course,
has, however, sent out a concert company one of the members of which is
a dancer. She is called "The Great
Winona." Her . dancing, it is said,
will be something new in stunts
It ia refined and beautiful. The company to give the entertainment ia called The Victoria Four.
It ia a ladies quartette and comes
from Topeka, Kan. The members
are Hylda Baldwin, first alto; Mabel
Moysley, second alto; Ethel Walker,
first soprano; Reine Paynter, second
soprano, and "Winona," the dance

Ruesel McComas
pura chased from A. D. yesterday
Hazlett
the plant
talk at the men's metting at the Y.
and business of the Parisian Dry
M. C. A. Sunday afternoon at 4 o'- Cleaning
company on South Sixth
clock.
street. He took charge of the place
Mr. McComas expects to do
Mrs. Foraker of Wagon Mound is at today.
the' best work that can be done and
a local hospital recovering from an
has engaged an expert cleaner and
operation to which she subimtted a
presser of Denver to take the active
few days ago.
management of the shop. This man
will arrive in a few days. Until that
The Las Vegas tribe of the Red
time work will be looked after careMen will hold its regular meeting thl3
fully by, a competent cleaner. Mcevening. The Red Men are looking Comas has retired from
the Kareful
forward to an interesting session.
Klothes Kleaning Kompany, witi.
which he has been connected for some
M. Maurice of Optimo, who under
time.
went an operation for the removal
of gall stones at Miss Becker's sanaThe taking of testimony in the case
torium a few days ago, is reported as
of the United States against Casl-mirrecovering satisfactorily.
Ortiz in regard to irregularities
In the filing of Ortiz on a government
Charles Rudulph, who submitted to
was completed yesterday
a surgical operation at the Las Vegas homestead,
afternoon. Robert L. M. Ross, dep'hospital Tuesday morning, was re
uty United States land commissionported today as getting along as er,
was
presided. The testimony
well as could be expected.
taken down by a stenographer and
will be sent to the general land office
We clean, dye and press anything,
where final action upon it will be
fancy gowns, gloves, lace curtains. tak-n- .
We call and deliver. All work guaranteed and quick delivery. Parisian
Mrs. M. F. Des Marais is in receipt of
Cleaning Co., phone Main 35.
a post card from her sister, Doctor
Melissa Manderson, who is a medical
Delicious coffee Is a feature of
missionary in Pekin, China, In which
White Kitchen meals. 25 cents.
she states that the 'deadly plague
there ia about at an end. Mrs. Des
five-aa
dra
"Tony the Convict,"
MaralB has been greatly concerned
ma, will be staged soon by the Young
about her sister, fearing perhaps she
Men's Dramatio club of the West
fallen a victim to the sCourge.
side, under the direction of Theodore
Chacon. It will be for the benefit of
The funeral of Miss F. E. Fenton
the club.
was held this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
from the chapel of J. C. Johnsen &
Son. Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor of St.
By giving us a few days Paul's Memorial Episcopal church,
notice we can at any time get conducted the services. Interment
was in Masonic cemetery.
Rev.

-

Masonic

ring.
Finder please return to Bacharach
Bros, and receive liberal reward.

Bran, Corn, Corn Chops

Phone Main

32nd degree

Hen and
Young Hen

LUDWIQ Wn. ILFELD

It is time to get out that last
suit and have it cleaned.

Timothy Hay

Clothes for

har-

1

Phone Main 193 or Main 194

"01 PIE

Good

of

Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fan-

White Cleaned

COUPLED

o'clock

Seats now on sale for Olga
at Murphey's and Schaefer's.

AX

fi

affner and Marx

Buffet.

For Sale Horse, buggy and
ness. Inquire Mrs. L. P. Wright,

Norway Anchovies

TUTS

Greenberger's

the Home of Hart.Sch-- "

t

at Long's

Delicious coffee la a feature
White Kitchen meals. 25 cents.

PER. POUND 25c

STORE

w

Euffet

3 FOR 25c

TIE

r

GUARANTEED
GARDEN HOSE

f

at Nolette's barber

Old Crow sold over the bar

Marinerte Spiced Herring

r-r

T (U) E13 U M VJ p

B

Famous Shoes for Klen
NOT Shoestrong; but strong on
That's because we sell Bos.
tonian Dress Shoes. Many styles, newest
'
models, splendid quality at prices lower
than you'd think, alter you've seen the shoes.
See them today!

WE'RE

;

3. SO, U4, $4. BO, $5

At TAI CHERTS
Next to

Wella,-Farg- o

Express Company

